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case No. 95-23529 was filed in the Philippine Superior
Court by leading human rights attorney Oliver 0.
Lozano. Loyalists for Marcos, Inc., the entity representing the 5 million participants in the suit, seek
damages from the Communists for crimes inflicted on
them by the 10,000 plaintiffs in U.S. Judge Manuel
Real’s court. Unlike
10,000 names on
suit in the
previously during the period when Marcos had insti- United States-tiny
of the plaintiffs are unverified by
tuted martial law in order to save the Philippines from order of Real-all
of
5 million petitioners in the
communist terror and takeover.
Philippines
and verified claimants who are out
The case was first filed in federal court in Honolulu for justice. This includes making right the persecution
where the Marcoses were held, but a federal judge
suffered under the CIA regimes of Gory
threw out the case for lack of jurisdiction,
Then the Aquino and Fidel Ramos.
There seems to be no peace for those who resist the anti-Marcos cabal decided to file the suit in the court of
international oligarchs, as lmelda Marcos can surely Judge Manuel Real in federal district court in San
Plaintiffs want the court to declare
attest, but perhaps there is, at last, some light at the end Francisco. Real has the rare distinction of being the President Marcos not liable for human rights violations
of this tunnel in the Philippines. The December 25 most overturned judge in America. He is known for his because of his instructions to observe due process and
issue of
provides background to this obstinate and raucous courtroom behavior, often threat- to protect human rights.
story, [quoting:]
ening to jail people who are appearing before him.
One of
explosive pieces
evidence in the
When Marcos refused to allow his nation’s internal
hands of the counter suit arsenal is a videotape in which
affairs to be dictated by the international financiers and ter years of bullying and routinely ruling against the the CIA Aquino-Ramos clique thought they had dethe global lending agencies that were pressuring Marcos Marcos defense, Real arbitrarily decided what was stroyed. The tape was taken during a cabinet meeting
to borrow his nation into bondage, the media guns of “evidence” and what was not. Counsel for Marcos was dealing with counterterrorist measures to be taken by
the banker-dominated
Establishment were promptly even prevented from cross-examining the complain- the Marcos government. During that meeting Marcos
aimed at Marcos. In no short order, an unusual alliance ants and the plaintiffs won a huge judgment. Real
admonished his chief of staff Fidel Ramos (now presibetween the oligarchic families of the Philippine is- a
a
dent) to insure that due process of law was observed in
lands, multinational corporate and financial interests,
awarded the the apprehension of suspected Communist terrorist. To
and a motley assortment of State Department diplo- plaintiffs $2 billion is now demanding some $450 Marcos’ astonishment Ramos replied somewhat laughmats, CIA operatives and American political figures million in Swiss bank accounts belonging to the Marcos ingly that as far as he was concerned he would arrest
with ties to the banking Establishment
a familv be turned over to the ulaintiffs
and their attor- Deople
1
- - first and work out charges later. Marcos replied
geared up to
he would have none of that, then ordered
bring Marcos down. They succeeded.
Ramos to observe due process at all levels..
Under armed assault Marcos and his
Thus, if the Communists were arrested withfamily fled the presidential palace in U.S.
out due process it was done contrary to
military helicopters. The family was told
Marcos’ orders and instructions by an off&they were going to be taken to the
cial who violated both his president’s orpresident’s native province in the northders and the law. Consequently, if Real was
ern Philippines. The family was shocked,
so intent on redressing human rights violations in all of the world’s couniries-albeit
however, to learn that they were instead
withoutthe slightest jurisdiction-he
would
kidnaped. They were taken to.Honolulu
have gone after Ramos-not
Marcos. The
and placed under virtual house arrest by
State Department, and its Manila clique,
the U.S. authorities. [Long a strong U.S.
did everything in its power to derail the
had
lawsuit. Claimants were threatened. Some
were subjected to blackmail and bribes, some
to death threats, but all to no avail.
Finally, the real human rights violaDespite their fall from power, the intions are being adjudicated in the proper
ternational campaign against Marcos and
forum of the concerned country and not in
his wife continued.
“Racketeering”
Real’s inquisition chav*>ers. If the plaincharges [were brought] against President
tiffs, representing 5 million Filipinos, are
and Mrs. Marcos, but the president died If federal
successful, ille whole force ofthe Real-State
before the case went to trial
Mrs. Marcos stood tiial, 1
J Department-CIA cabal and lawsuit will be
defended by Gerry Spence (who later handled the Randy neys. Although attorneys for Mrs. Marcos have ap- destroye
The jury quickly dismissed the pealed Real’s ruling, he continues to issue threats,
Weaver defense).
charges, recognizing them for the fraud that they were. taking umbrage that his judgment has been questioned.
.
.--AyyEALS
Even the judge was moved to ask why such charges (for Real is so determined to divest the Marcos family of
alleged misdeeds in the Philippines) were being heard their money that he has dismissed the rights of Swiss or
by a Manhattan jury. Confident their media campaign Philippine courts to adjudicate the matters at hand.
Let’s keep the momentum going: Here’s more good
against Mrs. Marcos would bring her down, the con- Real’s conduct is so outrageous the
nal-ordinarily
a staunch defender of the Establish- news, from the December 20 issue of the
spirators were astounded by her acquittal.
At this ment-editorialized
on December 12 that Real has no
[quoting:]
CHICAGG-Attorneys
plan to appeal to the Illijuncture, critics launched a new effort to discredit the authority to interfere in the case.
nois Supreme Co& a lower-court decision striking
memory of Ferdinand Marcos and to grab control of the
down a city ordinance that allows police to disperse any
remnants of the once gigantic Marcos fortune.
group of people if at least one of them is a known gang
In spite of the antics of Real and his puppetmasters,
member and arrest anyone who G 2s not cooperate, il
a
and
the justice may yet prevail, as reported in the January 1 was reported Tuesday.
issue of
[quoting:]
MANILA-Ever
since the anti-Marcos cabal of the
The ordinance “smacks of a police-state tactic”
conspirators orchestrated a bogus lawsuit against Mrs. State Department moved heaven and earth to steal the the appeals court found. “Gang membership itself i!
nc
Marcos with the sole purpose of grabbing control of her fortune of former Filipino president Ferdinand Marcos, not
family’s holdings. A law firm was enlisted to place the the Filipino silent majority has been persecuted for its apparent purpose is
it said. “Adding thest
Now, this silent actions together does not make them any more crimi,
names of some 10,000 Philippine communists on a loyalty to its legitimate president.
class action suit in a U.S. federal court against Marcos majority of Filipinos, acting independent of the Marcos nal. * The court said the 1992 ordinance violated
guarantees of freedom of association an6
and his wife.. Only a handful of the 10,000 “victims” family, has organized a sensational lawsuit which is
protection agains
were ever actually interviewed. Of the alleged viola- rocking the State Department and CIA flunkies in the expression, the
tions, none had occurred on U.S. soil, What’s more, Philippine capital. In a counter to a suit on behalf of arrest without probable cause, and the
promise of due process of law.
most of them had supposedly taken place some 15 years 10,000 Communists, which was entered in a U.S. court,
.
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A LookAt Zionism
And ReligiousControl
WHAT.

EXACTLY.

IS

ZIONISM?

We move along in the assumption that people are
reading “every”thing we offer and we get careless about
returning often enough to simple premises that a secret
cannot be kept forever and, therefore, people will come
to see the LIE. This is a wrong assumption.
I would like to consider two items at once to both
save time and allow you to be getting your research
materials together. Out of the recent days has come a
most interesting book by a man called ben Weintraub
(the small letter b is correct but if you can’t stand it,
grammatically, capitalize it). The title:

Since
writings compiled in this volume are so
representative of that which we cover in
I will attempt to offer parts interspersed
with information of our ongoing outlay of Church and
Prophecy-not
to even go into the fact that both are
simply POLITICAL LIES.
A copy of the book was sent “for review” with
petition for response. I am astounded that ones
of
the dogma itself DARE to offer such comprehensive
truth and yet do so with the unbiased attitude of a
dictionary (a valid dictionary, that is). So, in answering the question, “What is Zionism?” we will simply
offer page 150 and 151 from the above named book. -1
CERTAINLY WILL THEN GIVE YOU INFORMATION FOR GETTING THE BOOK ITSELF FOR IT IS
LIKE OPENING A WINDOW FOR BOTH
FRESH AIR AND
From:
by ben Weintraub
a
a

[QUOTING:]
WHAT

a

1897

1905.”

that

1933.1
For a full copy of Klein’s
the
1978 issue
P.O. Box 21, Reedy,-WV 25270.

Zionism’s goal is not completed by creating the
Marxist state of Israel but merely used Jerusalem as a
strategic center at the crossroads of the East and West
and as a world center of religious origins. The Knesset
in 1981 passed a law permitting any Jew dying anywhere to claim Israeli citizenship, renounce his United
States citizenship, and escape death and estate taxes
without Israel taxing them.
The IRS has a rule against this
(Section 2017), but it has never been used. (National
Vanguard, P.O. Box 2264, Arlington, VA 22202, Jan.1
Feb., 1986.) Israel also provides an enclave, or safe
haven, for Jews who have dual-citizenship there and in
any other nation in which they were born, to flee to in
case they run afoul of the law “at home”. The truth is
that the Jew is “at home” everywhere, with his worldwide synagogues and Masonic Lodges dispersed like
lymph nodes in world politics, ever ready to bring the
united aid of world Jewry to any trouble spot in the
world. They are the New Imperium, as Rome once was,
with its legions and courts stationed in the remotest
parts of that known world, with this difference: Rome
used mostly Romans in its legions until its race declined, whereas the Jews, through the United Nations,
intend to have a continuous supply of helots or mercenaries to deploy for their money-interests throughout
the world. Other tribes will supply the men, money,
and supplies to keep their New Jewish Luciferian Empire functioning.
Albert Pike and Jacob Javits’ aid,
Rosenthal, said-that Lucifer was the
and that
Jesus was the counterfeit.

‘A”

The French Lodge of the Grand
Orient is aptly named, for that is exactly what looms
before the West-The
Grand Orient.
Having continuously assassinated America’s true
leaders, from Louis T. McFadden, Secretary of
Treasury, Secretary of the Navy James Forrestal and
Senator Joe McCarthy to President John F. Kennedy
and Congressman Larry McDonald, America stands
like a bleating lamb shorn of its true leadership in
Washington, D.C. and as in Rome of old, the venal
politicians seeking only personal gain and temporary
advantage. Given the data that voting by computer can
be pre-programmed, there seems to be no salvation to
be looked for in the ballot box. (James M. Collier and
Kenneth F. Collier,
Victoria House Press, Suite 24 11, 64 Wall
St., New York NY 10005.) Even if the votes were
honestly tabulated, the mighty media kings can depose
any candidate by keeping him from the public view,
defame him publicly, or create false knights in shining
armor like Ross Perot, who is really but another bossy
old billionaire in the Rockefeller “stable”.
Thus, in these perilous times for national survival
and racial integrity, it seems the best avenue for hope
of redress of grievances is through the courts.
A
Vietnam veteran, Donald MacPherson, tax attorney
and columnist for
very correctly and
astutely points out that patriots should infiltrate
law schools and send every bright young American to
study Constitutional and Administrative Law and take
back our country by legal maneuvers in the courts.
Ladies and gentlemen, that is
we lost our country
in large part.. . in the courts, from the time President
Roosevelt packed the Supreme Court with fellow travelers. It will not happen in a day, but it will happen if
such action is taken by hundreds of sincere Americans
concerned for their children’s future and their culture’s
In
[“In this
continuance.
sign we shall conquer!“] was Constantine’s slogan
when he raised the Cross as his standard in battle.
General Douglas MacArthur reiterated his stand for
these symbols: the Cross and the Flag.
[END OF QUOTING]

Dr. Robert L. Brock, Pm.
P.O. Box 15288
Washington, D.C. 20003
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I would take a bit of exception to the above conclusions but this is only an excerpt from a book and, taken
out of context, the meanings are often lost in the
reprinting. You must understand that the “cross” and
the “flag” are also of Zionist origin before Zionism was
placed as the logo of the New World Order which
actually means THEM THAT RULES AND US THAT
ARE RULED! Or, better yet in their own words: “US
THAT RULE AND THEM THAT WE RULE!”
WHY
THE
HOLOCAUST?
There HAD to be a Holocaust, readers.
It was
necessary to fit the dogma that there be “...a11 the
Jews-LESS
6 MILLION...” The entire premise rests
on the Hebrew letter “VAV”. This letter
connects and interrelates all 22 letters of the
Hebrew alphabet. This letter forms a vertical line, a pillar, a man standing upright. Its
name is “a hook” and it represents the NUMBER “6” and within its secret is that it is a
single line of light.
The secret of the vav, which is the first
letter of the sixth word of the Torah, is that
it is a single line of light whose function is to

[QUOTING:]
THE
HOLOCAUST
OF JUDAISM
IN

DOGMA
RELIGION

The Holocaust is
a Judaic religious Dogma and therefore dare not be
questioned but must be accepted in
How then
can it masquerade as
if no part of the story
may be questioned or disputed or refuted by forensic,
scientific, or reasonable argument7
This article of Jewish Dogm$ is spread not by
missionaries and love, but by fanatids with the power of

imprisonment.

The premier book of an entirely new appraisal of
The Holocaust as a Judaic religious Dogma that was
created by rabbis using Kabbalist “gematria” to account for the number ‘six million’ and, more importantly to fulfill prophecy.
This religious origin of the Holocaust Dogma removes it from the legitimate questioning of historians
by Western reasoning to Eastern mysticism and faith.
To question the Holocaust Dogma is heresy to
Judaism. Excommunication from world approval is
swiftly followed by imprisonment or fines in Europe.
Can a Jewish religious Dogma be subsidized by America?
Order this 230-page book for a new appraisal.
To order:
Send
$15.00 plus $2.00 p/h TO:
P.O. Box 15248, Washington, D.C. 20003.
I smggest you
a

fines, rnultin&ional
[END OF QUOTING]

as history, or

We have received our information from
Dr. Robert L. Brock, Pres., Self Determination Committee, P.O. Box 15248, Washingor &put&d or.refuted by
It is the Jewish
ton, D.C. 20003.
People... It is the Jewish people standing
CAUTION: I would caution you readers
together to do God’s will engraved in the
to not just dive off head-long into the asThis article of Jewish
heart of every Jew, says Rabbi Yitzchak
sumption that you now have ALL the anGinsburgh.
swers for you have missed the biggest lie of
missionaries and love, but
all-JESUS.
I do not knock anyone’s
fanatics with the power
Does the Biblical phrase from
assumption of a Christed being-but by all
of
accounts then or now-HIS NAME WAS
Germany combined
for
“Here is wisdom: let him who has underNOT JESUS UNTIL SAUL (PAUL) OF
they are not really soverTARSUS GAVE THAT LABEL TO HIM
standing decipher the code number of the
eign nations
HE WAS NO LONGER IN THE
beast; for it is the code number of the name of
and
of their JerusaHOLY LANDS. PAUL NAMED ESU EM[a] man; and his number is six hundred and
MANUEL BY THE LABEL OF “Ip.Sll!i”
sixty-six.”
porate priesthood and UN
. . ..relate to the gematria of the vav?
WHILE TRAVELING IN GREECE AFTER
Or perhaps that from
HIS ENCOUNTER WITH THE YOUNG
MAN. He was NEVER a follower of either
‘I know your
and
Holocaust is the
Jesus orthe Christ. THIS IS ALL A MAGIC
AND MOST IMPORTANT FACTOR IN
the blasphemy of those
THE MAKING OF THE NEW WORLD ORDER AND CAPTURING ALL OF THE SOmore than shoah busiCALLED “CHRISTIANS” AS WELL, INTO
OF
This is copy from the inside cover as
The premiere book of
It reminds me of a writing which Al sent
explanation of the cover design. [See inset.]
an entirely new appraisal
The entire set-up is through the Dogma
to Paul Krouch of TBN some six or so years
of
religious Dogma thar was created
ago. It was based SOLELY on CHRIST and
of Judaism with instructions: “You shall rerabbis using Kabballst “gemarria” to account for rhe number ‘six mildid not mention “Christ” by any name so it
lion’ and, more importantly to fulfill prophecy.
turn-minus
d
(Or, the letter “,a,“).
was quite simply generic writing. The letter
In the Hebrew Year 5708 Gematrically fulwas sent back immediately along with a
fills prophecy-when
the State
legitimate questioning of historians by Western reasoning to Eastern
torrid remark that the writer should “return
1948. Therefore to fulfill
mysticism and
to Jesus”. Well, so be it, readers, for you
PROPHECY there is a mandatory demand of
question
Dogma is heresy to Judaism.
who are waiting for that Jesus Rapture as
“6 million”.
munlcation from world approval is swiftly followed
imprisonment
touted by the Evangelists-are
going to end
I ask that Mr. Martin forward our comor fines in
up DEADED. It is ALL part of the PLAN.
ments to Mr. Brock, as requested, and if Mr.
You are welcome to believe anything
Brock would agree after checking with Mr.
you want to-but I suggest you research all
Weintraub, we would be pleased to take the
of that which is available before you take
space and time and offer serialization of the
someone ELSE’S OPINION about what YOU
book in
I apologize for the length
SHOULD DO.
of time interim from receiving the
“Jesus” was the CHOSEN BEING to be
review and now-but we needed to wait for
plus S1.00
built into an Icon an, sacrificed in the
integration within our ongoing work now
ending days of freedom, still on the cross a
underway.
The tumult of Zionism, Jews,
P.O. Box 15248
second time, according to the needs of the
Judaism and such as “Communism”, etc., is
Washington, D.C. 20003
Court of Satan. There is no more value in
so CONFUSING as to baffle the uninformed
correcting only half a story than to leave the
and yet so simple in explanation if you know
whole lie intact. Further, to assume GOD
what is taking place here. First in line for
being “Had” are the ones who were, simply, “Judaists”.
America, Russia and Germany combined for they are doesn’t keep His promises by
This book in point bases its “calculations” on a system not really sovereign nations but servants and slaves of
called by them “gematria”. I don’t believe you will find their Jerusalem-Geneva-New
York corporate priestthe word defined in a dictionary but it is described in hood and UN administrative and police power.
A
Holocaust
the book itself.
I would go a step further and offer the “description”
IF YOU HAVE ONE
of the book as sent by the publisher:
but the world now knows that it is
.,
,,-I,;.
r
.
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YOU CANNOT HAVE THE OTHER! You can have
“Jude0-Jesusian”
and have done so for generations
BY SEVERAL VARYING NAMES. A MAN NAMED
uJESUS” WAS PICKED TO BE A FULFILLMENT OF
PROPHECY JUST AS HAS BEEN 6 MILLION IN A
HOLOCAUST.
The name itself has little to do with
HEART emotional considerations. You can have a man
named “John” represented as a murderer, a savior, a
pitch-man, an anything-you-want
man. The word
“Jesus” itself is pronounced in as many ways as there
are languages-and
it too, IS NOT A NAME-BUT
REPRESENTS “ANOINTED ONE”. THE THING TO
REMEMBER IS THAT YOU WILL
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in a Holocaust to fulfill the prophecies- so too did you THERE IS NO TRUTH WITHIN THEM”!!!
It matters not how many times the language is
have to have a sacrificial person to fulfill prophecy for
When a story is changed in a presentation-if
it is not truth in the
expectations.
told often enough and long enough it becomes accepted, beginning then it is simply representation and translano more and no less. And remember something, good tion of LIES. And ALL is but a concept of THOUGHT!
friends: GOD DOES NOT CAST YOU INTO PRISON So, how IS YOUR thinking these days’?
Dharma received some most interesting things as
FOR NOT BELIEVING THE LIES, NOR DOES HE
WIPE OUT NATIONS AND CIVILIZATIONS TO sharings of love and care at Christmas and among the
FORCE A RELIGIOUS ORDER UPON YOU. THESE thoughtful gifts were two rather large boxes-FILLED
WITH DOZENS OF THINGS. Interestingly enough,
THINGS ARE OF “MAN”.
We can sp& until there is no longer bra& and it would these individual items, even to a lemon rasp and clippies,
change nothing IF YOU DON’T OPEN YOUR MIND AND were chosen with loving thoughts, paid for with sharSEE AND HEAR YOU perpetuatethe liesby changing your ing hearts and sent with love and humor, great expense
attentionfromoneabsurd
for shipping, and the boxes of packages became
! Every concept is but an IDEA and therefore,
you WANT to learn TRUTH and are willing to accept some puzzles in their own right as nobody can get them
for example, to celebrate the MEANING of CHRIST- altered concepts-you change nothing and will continue to repacked into the containers as did the shipper. Well 1
goodness on a celebration day or “Christmas” is won- wallow in the mud-bog. I am continually astounded at the can tell you now, each item is cherished in the receiving
drous indeed for you are celebrating the idea of good- numhrsofaut.hors whoseemtohaveareal grasponone side as was the wonderful thought of the sender WHO
ness, sharing and being. To take it LITERALLY is of the story-but who so completely fail to see the other side WANTED TO SHARE. We are humbled by the thought
of each little thing, not as a commodity to return and get
incorrect for, at the very least-you
do not have the ofthe trap.
worthikss tokens in exchange. The items
proper and correct BIRTH-date. liis so imporgathered their VALUE by being selected
tant, readers, to have WHOLE truth and not
When you actually study the facts as presented you will
and shared in each’s own tiny contribution
bits and pieces which further confuse the
find that you have no real separation in what is called
to JOY. There can be no PRICING of a jar
issues confronting you as a species AND a
of lovingly made jam, a flower-or a chosen
civilization at the brink of self-destruction.
Christian and what is called any other DOCTRINE-BASED
gift because the sender cared enough to
When you actually study the facts as prereligion.
To have GOD is the only thing that requires
SEND A LOVING THOUGHT IN HOPES
sented you will find that you have no real
NOTHING except YOU and HIM! Religions have forever
THE RECEIVING WOULD BRING PLEAseparation in what is called Christian and what
been THE controlling factor in people-management.
If you
SURE AND HOLD LOVING THOUGHTS
is called any other DOCTRINE-BASED reliIN THE ONLY MEANINGFUL PLACE OF
gion. To have GOD is the only thing that
can confound or convince a man-any man-that there are
ALL-THE
BROTHERHOOD
OF BErequires NOTHING except YOU and HIM!
other men higher than self, you have control and, therefore,
LONGING ONE TO ANOTHER IN THOSE
Religions have forever been THE controlling
religions have the most control of all entities. You are
THOUGHTS MANIFEST OR NOT MANIfactor in people-management.
If you can conFEST BUT NONETHELESS “THERE”.
TOLD what to believe, what to worship and how to do it so
found or convince a man-any man-that there
Each is an EXPRESSION
of unseen
are other men higher than self, you have conthere comes to be very little difference from one religion to
thoughts. Ah, and so too are WE but extrol and, therefore, religions have the most
that of another. This is WHY Satanism, which is against all
pressed thoughts of our Creator/Creation.
control of all entities. You are TOLD what to
things
Christlike and Godly, is accepted as a “religion”Dharma also received a hand-made %erbelieve, what to worship and how to do it so
pent”
sculpture. The maker had put a tiny
there comes to be very little difference from
because it actually has no more or no less meaning than any
one religion tn that nf
This is WHY
writing
inside to affix which says: “My
other controlling
religious
ORDER.
Satanism, which is against all things Christlike
attitude could be your problem.” A strange
Why do you think you have tax “exemptions” of money
gift? Not really, it is quite interesting in its
and Godly, is accepted as a “religion’‘-because it
for giving to religious organizations? It is BECAUSE ALL
actually has no more or no less meaning than any
very makeup and is a thought-provoking
other controlling religious ORDER.
symbol of meanings of all manners of interTHE FUNDS END UP IN THE SAME PLACE-THE CONWhy do you think you have tax “exemppretation.
When all else is put aside-it
TROLLERS’ HANDS AND POCKETS!
tions” of money for giving to religious organimakes a wonderful paper-weight to keep the
zations? It is BECAUSE ALL THE FUNDS
summer fan from blowing away the deskEND UP IN THE SAME PLACE-THE
CONtop. The “idea” in Dharma’s mind might
TROLLERS’
HANDS AND POCKETS!
THINK
So, you might ask, “If this be true, why do men act well be totally different from the creator/sender but
ABOUT IT! “GOD” doesn’t get your tithes and offer- as they do, say, in war?” Simple; because they are isn’t that, after all, that which makes human-beingness
ings! God will always provide the reward of return and TOLD WHAT TO DO, WHAT TO THINK AND HOW so wonderful? It is the ability for freedom of expresblesses your SHARING with those who march to HIS TO ACT-under
penalty of death in one form or an- sion, acceptance and realization that becomes the very
Angel-drumbeat.
GOD also expects you to become other. You are, as we write, sending combat troops to SOUL of man. If
allow a symbol to “be” the thinginformed so that you rationally and in wisdom move Bosnia. Those are not just troops--THEY ARE YOUR you make error in perception.
If the serpent be the
along your pathway and not just “into” something new OWN FLESH AND BLOOD, and you act as if “Oh symbol of evil -is it not also a representation of Creand possibly different. Have you not lived long enough well . ...!” You do it in the name of JESUS/CHRIST and ation? But why would someone send Dharma a trinket
in thefuiry
You who say “God wins” are correct. goodness-to
kill, maim and ENFORCE a New World of a serpent in any form? Because from the materials
However, if that means to you that some man, Jesus, Order bunch of Slave-Masters. Come now-you allow utilized to make the gift-a serpent is all that could be
“wins’‘-you have no meaning to your statement for, at it for you already accept your status as robotic slaves to const+ucted from the bits and pieces of materials availbest, a MAN named “Jesus” was the human physical the “Master’s” wishes and orders. You in the U.S. are able and used. GOD CAN MAKE ANGELSFROM
presentation of whatever you choos&NOT
THE EN- without government RIGHT NOW and it hardly is even LIZARDS! AND MAN CAN MAKE A RELIGION OF
TITY OF GOD. Until you KNOW the difference, you mentioned in the news, except for the silly nonsense ANYTHING!
will be waiting for something which CANNOT and among about four entities who are alone now to make
Therefore, the only VALID RELIGION is the
SHALL NOT come in TRUTH upon you or unto you. whatever laws they want-to further CONTROL you- THOUGHT within individual entities-not
that which
AND THIS, DEAR ONES, IS THE DISILLUthe-citizens.
The CONGRESS IS ON VACATIONis thrust off on you as to opinion by “another”. One
SIONMENT OF YOUR YOUTH-THEY
SEE YOUR PAID VACATION!
doctrine over another has no value in your own jourLIE SHOWING AND MOST WON’T BUY IT EXCEPT
1 suppose my suggestion to the authors of such a ney-except as YOU allow another’s opinions to landIN MOUTH SERVICE TO STOP PARENTAL-SIBbook as is considered here is to BE OPEN ENOUGH to lock you to the doctrine itself. UNLIMITED GOD IS
LING QUARRELS. IF YOU DO NOT ALWAYS LIVE FINISH your task of uncovering TRUTH, for if you only ALWAYS MISSED IN ALL THE MANMADE DOCTHE THINGS YOU CLAIM TO WISH TO TEACH pick and choose the lies you wish uncovered, then you TRINES, FOR MAN CONTINUES TO SET HIMSELF
YOUR CHILDREN-YOU
THE LIE AND, BE- are no better than the Elite perpetrators of the history UP AS THE ULTIMATE CENTRAL FOCUS, AND
CAUSE YOU DO NOT, PROVES THAT YOU DON’T of mankind into LIES. If your lie is simply bigger and THE BIGGER HE TRIES TO BECOME-THE LESSER
KNOW TRUTH.
brighter than the lie you disclose, how is this TRUTH HE IS. GOD DOES NOT EFFORT TO BECOME BIG
The adversary of God doesn’t care that he wins the in GOD? If you demand the right to uncover truth about OR BIGGER OR BIGGEST FOR HE ALREADY Is!
war of freedom-for
his whole intent and thrust is Judaism and Zionism-then
May we close this, please, so that we can attend
go ON AND UNCOVER
toward controlling the destruction of mankind AND THE TRUTH ABOUT THE LIES OF CHRISTIANITY.
other necessary things for life is what happens while
whatever he chooses. This entity of life destruction
YOU WILL FIND THEM ALL TO COME FROM THE you have other druthers.
depends on you to accept the role of the FOOL-after
MayyoucometorealizeTHELightandnotjust“someold
SAME EVIL-SCHEMERS FOR THEY “WERE MURall, you always do! Just as you have to have 6 million DERERS AND LIARS FROM THE BEGINNING AND light” lest you follow the wrong lam@=er.
Salu.
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Gene D. when he is asked not to attend because he has
been exposed to illness7 ALL OF YOU HAVE BEEN
EXPOSED TO ILLNESS-AND
HE HAS DONE
Journal
and SOMETHING ABOUT HIS EXPOSURE! I cannot ask
new Journal
and Dharma to write every day and, in addition, have
meetings on the whim and simply at the convenience of
ones who don’t bother to make it to our meetings. I find
some of the more diligent attendees come from a very
CONTACT for Journal
long distance from this place. I note, however, that
more and more of young people don’t bother to come#l
but do not catch up later, either. How can you be
informed for contact with public callers in your busiHAPPY
NEW
YEAR!??
ness arenas if you don’t go where the information is
Some even want to run businesses, which
Ah, yes indeed, the day has dawned, the hangovers offered?
throbbing and the Rose Parade was an outdone event encompass my products and thus need m.v instructions.
Do you not feel it your responsibility to know what you
with a frog for a Grand Marshall. The two winningest
floats were of Halloween Grinches celebrating the are doing? If I seem cross it is because I am cross.
I am finding that I am having to do scientific things
change of the Occult Weirdo Satanic Witchcraft year
with ugly black gargoyles and other black things and and writings because Soltec is unable to get the attenthe other a SO-foot (or so) folding “transformer” RO- tion of ones who were to receive these things. I note
BOT. I hope all of you noted the immediate CHANGE that far more attention is being given to past expresin the viewers as these things came rolling by! Kermit sions in game playing than to our current needs. Soltec
the Frog was really quite acceptable for it came from may well be a geologist so that all you may think you
honoring the late Jim Henson who did in fact produce have to do is report shake-ups. NO, NO, and NO! He
a wondrous world of dreams for children, the theme of is offering you the very basics of frequency and motion
for your use in calculating secure locations, foundation
the Parade.
for expectation and that which is easily converted to
EARTH
a good 9

and

For you readers who do not take tapes it should be
recorded that there was an earthquake as we had assembled to have a meeting yesterday.
You should
further know that it did not exceed 4.0 in magnitude
and all the after-shocks were smaller. The portion of
the Garlock Fault that runs through the edge of our
shield was immediately stabilized and I don’t believe
there was even a broken vase. I have not inspected
everything but you should now know that this was a
stabilizing shock and you have to realize the intent of
such a burst of energy which was INTENDED to take
out the full San Andreas. The Garlock fault is the
triggering fault of preference for the San Andreas. I
simply warn all of you to be alert to the intent to have
damage done unto you. It was really stupid to pull the
plug where they attempted to do so. We have a shield
WHICH HELD VERY WELL and that should put you
nice people, in my pocket, at ease. It is not necessarily
the magnitude of the initial bump but rather the duration of vibration or motion +l:ich determines the damages following an initial shock.
I am, however, continually amazed at you ones who
have access to our meetings and don’t bother to be
either on time or come at all. You all then want to be
“caught up” and I fail to have a lot of patience in the
‘catching up”. For instance, how am I to visit with

model and then working apparatus. To consider resolution of vapor material may be interesting; it is NOT
of value.
I, further, have NO PATIENCE with illness “takeI prefer you simply say you want to work on
something else, or simply miss a meeting, or whatever.
You who are here and get sick-it is YOURFAULT and
there should be no great expectation of attention. Yes,
you will get sick-but, no, you do not have any REASON to take longer than mere hours to heal. No, it is
not all in your mind! Further, IF YOU ALLOW YOUR
CHILDREN TO GET SICK-I HOLD
RESPONSIBLE. There is NO reason for anyonxh
access to
what we offer, to get sick or refuse to get well! NONE!
If you choose otherwise-it
is your personal decision
and choice. If you can take a drink of wine you can most
certainly take the time to add GaiaCol to it. The same
with smoking ANYTHING. If you have time to light a
cigarette-YOU
HAVE TIME TO TAKE A SWIG OF
GAIACOL AND GIVE ONE TO YOUR CHILD.
I have great patience while ones sort their personal
lives-but I am rapidly running out of all consideration
for those who choose to NEVER SORT OUT THEIR
PERSONAL LIVES AND HEAL THEMSELVES OF
WHATEVER IS WRONG WITH THEM. IF IT IS
MENTAL CONFUSION-THEN GET INFORMATION
AND COME WHERE YOU CAN OBTAIN WHAT
YOU NEEDI
Most important, however, is that you either know
what to say about ME and/or keep your mouths shut. I
have gotten reputations from every George, John, Mary
and Bo when they KNOW NOT ONE THING ABOUT
THAT WHICH THEY SPEAK! Worse, however, right
within ones who have personal public contact the
WRONG information is flowing like syrup. I have no
objection to ones who work without knowledge of other
than product-but
opinions flow from ones who don’t
know EITHER. If you must give uninformed information then I remind you: IT COMES FROM YOUR OWN
OPINION AND NOT FROM MINE.
LAND

CLAIMS

PLEASE: Nobody in this location has any knowledge of anything to do with LAND CLAIMS, farm
claims, damage claims or any other “claims” as made
by anyone in Nevada or New Mexico. We have even
been dumped by Mr. Newby from receiving any information
from the New
We ARE running in
the disclaimer
declaration of David Newby and Rex Weeks, although

/,,:,:

1..
....
.,
The cost for printing the PHOENIX JOURNALS in sufficient quantities to
offer them at rock bottom prices is always a serious challenge to our financial
resources. At this time we need financial assistance to help cover the printing
costs ofthe JOURNALS. Ifyou are in apositionto assist, please call PHOENIX
SOURCE DISTRIBUTORS, INC. at (SOO)SOO-5565and ask for Brent.
We would like to extend our thanks once again to those of you who have
helped us so greatly in the past. Without your assistance we would not have
come this far.
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it is of no value as laid forth
81. I suggest that
they go before a Notary Public and two witnesses for
signaturing AND, add a paragraph at the ending of
their declaration that “the above declaration and information is true to our knowledge and witness UNDER
PENALTY OF PERJURY.” Without factual witness as
accepted in a court of law AND a “penalty of perjury”
statement-the
whole thing has no legal value AT
ALL. I further suggest, Rex, since you are the most
honorable one of the group, that you shorten the statement down, get it certified and run a disclaimer three
weeks in a row in a valid newspaper; in this instance,
I suggest both Las Vegas and your locally distributed
paper.
Now for Ronn Jackson. I suggest you, Ronn, make
a declaration as well and list your contacts BY NAME
from the, as declared and described, “Treasury”.
I
suggest you clear self in a public declaration as wellif you are innocent of charges and claims. Further, I
suggest that you run your declaration in the local paper
&s well, under penalty of perjury signature. I would
also suggest Betty draw up her declaration, as well, and
run it also and separately. Most important, however, is
that you do something to protect BETTY for, now that
you have officially married her, SHE BECOMES RESPONSIBLE FOR HALF YOUR DEBTS, REAL OR
DECLARED!
What would I suggest in this instance? DISSOLUTION OF THE CONTRACT WITH
HER-LEGAL
DIVORCE. Why? Because she doesn’t
have to be married to you legally to be married to you
within the heart-and
without the legal binding, she is
not responsible for anything tossed against the “Mister”. I believe that in the State of Nevada there is a sixmonth-period of time for consideration of legal ANNULMENT by application and petition.
What is my next suggestion? That you get with the
program of GOD, friend, for the alternative is going to
eat you alive. When you follow the New World Order
Pipers, friends, they are going to simply DESTROY you
and their big “boots are gonna’ walk all over you!”
I suggest, in addition, that IF your word was worthy
of ANYTHING you ever said-you get busy with your
obligations and consider keeping your mind clear
enough to function sharply and honestly. If you have
access to funding, I suggest you get on with honoring
your commitments because, at this moment-YOU
HAVE BEEN HAD and are going DOWN! YOU DO
NOTHAVE ANY BUDDIES ORLOYALANYTHINGS
ON “THAT” SIDE OF ANY OPERATION-DON’T
NOW AND NEVER DID! IT IS A VERY “SMALL”
LEADER WHO WILL LET HIS FAITHFUL PEOPLE
TAKE THE FALL “FOR” HIM! WHAT IS TRUTH
AND WHAT IS LIE NO LONGER HAS MEANING
FOR THE MORE RECENT INVOLVEMENTS ARE
ENOUGH TO WIPE OUT THE WORK OF HONORABLE INTENTIONS.
YOU, RONN, HAD GREAT
POTENTIAL AND THIS IS WHY THE GRAND EFFORTS TO NOW DESTROY EVERYTHING YOU
COULD HAVE ACCOMPLISHED-BY
YOUR OWN
WEAKNESS AND INVOLVEMENTS.
IT IS TIME
YOU TAKE PROTECTION OF YOUR PEOPLE AND
ANNOUNCE AND PUBLICLY DISCLOSE THE REAL
CULPRITS FOR IT BECOMES YOUR ONLY HONORABLE POSITION.
Others have PAID dearly to allow you a big mouth
in ability to threaten and draw attention. Those who
have honored you and trusted you in the face of every
negative thing are NOW TOTALLY BANKRUPT, and
more: now face criminal involvement with something
they actually know nothing about. Making contracts
with the Devil will usually accomplish this-a
total
loss of every decent thing ever imagined-to
the one
who made the contract and sold his soul. Is it too late
to recover? No, it is never “too late” with God as long
as there is breath within-but
I believe that you will
NEVER recover the honor and integrity of that thing
called “ego” status and never from the ones you have
hurt. You must see by now that the ADVERSARY will
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not ACTUALLYgive you a place on the platform with
the Big Boys; they will simply snuff you out by the
worst means possible-discredit!
You have no loyal
“friends” so it might well behoove you to look around
and if you CAN do something to rectify this-DO IT.
Your really.BIG mistake was in not believing that
I am who I say I am and thinking you had a smooth old
road to the bank through our people-but,
no deal. I am
NOT playing in your big deal games-BUT
I DO
EXPECT CONTRACTS AND AGREEMENTS KEPT
AND CONSEQUENCES OF NOT DOING SO ARE
NOT OVER-EXAGGERATED IN THE LEAST TINY
DETAIL.
The point is to totally discredit you so that nothing
you do ever again will even be worthy of second notice,
Ronn. If you have files as claimed and information as
claimed and can do ANYTHING as claimed-NOW
IS
THE TIME! I You are now center stage to go down as
the worst traitor, including Benedict Arnold, ever in
the United States of America. There aren’t any “attorneys” as you have stated so I suggest you get “in pro
per” and do your legal declarations and take care of
your responsibility to Betty while you can still handle
it for yourself for I don’t know anyone willing to give
you a hand-NOW.
When you try to make a fool of
GOD and HIS people, you err, son. Not even your
colleagues in crime will appreciate you but will scorn
and denounce you. You don’t have anyone on your side
now-SAVE
POSSIBLY, ME!
What do I think about “Grandma” in all this? I
think that I told her early on that she was totally
controlled and infiltrated by HER ENEMIES! I think
that this is a very, very sad day, indeed! I also remind
you that when you INVITE GOD AND HOSTS OUT OF
YOUR BUSINESS AND PROTECTION OF YOURSELVES-YOU DON’T DO VERY WELL
THE LIPS ARE BETRAYORS
OF INTENT AND INTENT THAT FLOPS AROUND
WITH THE GOLD-CERTIFICATES AND PHYSICAL,
ARE A TOTAL RELEASE FROM PROTECTION OF
HIGHER CAUSE. WE TREAD NOT WHERE UNINVITED.
SO, WHY DO I OFFER THESE SUGGESTIONS
FOR PROTECTION?
BECAUSE, FRANKLY, OF
BETTY AND REX. THE REST OF YOU MAY WELL
REST IN YOUR CHOSEN BEDS AS YOU HAVE
MADE THEM. BY THE WAY,

and I do appreciate your willingness to remain”on call”
for these are treacherous times into which we now
move. The battle heats because there is now less than
half a decade for the New World Order, through intent
at all costs-to
be IN POWER AND OPERATIVE!
Since it is the adversarial plan I can’t suggest that they
will change their thrust but, rather, will simply move
forward more quickly with your destruction and controlled environment.
I can wish our people JOY; I find that “happiness”
is a rather elusive “thing” which actually has little
meaning any longer as sequence unfolds-for
as a
civilization you are grossly UNHAPPY. May you make
good choices for these days of passage, for within one
is glory and within the other is DARK illusion.
I bear the lamp that you might see and KNOW. I
AM THAT YOU MIGHT BE!
Come, please, and walk with us for, as the Angels
attend, we can carry you if need be-or at the least, take
your hand and walk WITH you, for we aren’t DRAGGING anyone along,
How many will come with us? Enough!
l/2/96
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In ALL things, GOD KEEPS HIS PROMISES! It is
worthy to remember as much.
Let us leave this now for it has been long since you. _ __ __~.~
scribe, have had ten minutes to yourself. i thank-yo;
BELIEvE4
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l/2/96 #2
“.. .PURE
SHIT
IN
‘NEWSLETTER”’

5.

THAT

You might want to reread the heading above,
again. Not too gentlemanly in language? Well, no, it
didn’t come from either Grandma or from Ronn Jackson. The above came from one “Dr.” Norm Resnick of
the
who says in his own caption: “I am
always on the right side”.
A Canadian reader sent some information WRITTEN BY JEWISH JDL OBSERVERS
to Norm
Resnick-which
were printed in
The
Reader felt that “Dr.” Resnick “would look at the
information objectively and prove it for himself-after
all the article was full of research sources.”
Ah, but no, and the response:
[QUOTING:]
12127195
GAxxxx [Scribbled by hand.]:
Thanks for your letter and your kind words.
The newsletter,
was the most
vile, anti-semetic (sic) crap I have seen in a long time.
Their comments on the JDL were bizarre and absurd.
Irv Rubin is wrong on his views on the patriot
movement. He is correct, on his views of Israel and
anti-Semites.
Please do not rely on or believe the pure shit in that
“newsletter”.
Take care,
(Signed) Norm
WWCR 5.065, International Shortwave, M-F p.m.
MST. P.O. Box 430, Johnstown, CO 80534, l-800607-TALK.
[END OF QUOTING]

My job is not to convert anyone to anything-MY
JOB IS TO TELL YOU THE TRUTH ABOUT IT. You
will do whatever you will WITH IT. Those who proclaim “reborn in Jesus” don’t have the vaguest idea of
what they utter. Jesus was a MAN in physical form.
CHRIST is a state of BEING in non-physical form. If
you believe on the PHYSICAL “things” as ordered that
you do through the deceptions of the generations, you
have no way to find truth. I will tell you this much,
Readers: the general masses of mankind are sick to
death of the LIES. They (you) may not know TRUTH
but everyone is now convinced of the LIES being thrust
upon you and BY WHOM THEY ARE THRUST.
Now, as I said earlier, we will offer 66 Questions on
the Holocaust as presented by the Institute for Historical Review, P.O. Box 2739, Newport Beach, CA 92659,
September 1994.
I could, yes, ask you 6 hundred and 66 questions
about
and Christian tales as well,
but one day at a time is all we have within which to offer
anything. And, the quarrel is over the Holocaust whilst
the “Christian” subject is being MERGED WITHIN
THE ZIONISTS ORDER AND THUS THE HOLOCAUST WHICH IS A SIMPLE NEED TO OFFER LIES
TO FILL THE GAPS IN PROPHECY.
I wonder how many of you even realize the “MEANING” of
as offered by someone named
“John”?
“The book is called in Greek
which is in keeping with the
method of
naming each Hebrew book by its opening words. The
‘revelation’ is ‘of or ‘about’ JESUS [H: ???I, which
God his father ‘gave him to show his servants’. The
book looks forward to a time that is ‘almost here’ from
God’s standpoint. So we always stand at the doorway
of eternity.
You are promised blessing in reading,
hearing, and living according to the book’s message.”
From: American Bible Society.
How nice that the American Bible Council of Zionist origin knows of “God’s standpoint”. Also, how nice
that they KNOW you will march right along to the beat
of the
So, consider the Holocaust as offered to all of you
[QUOTING:]

Well, I guess this is the BEST advertising for the
TRUTH in our paper that anyone could give us!! I
really get the feeling “Dr.” Resnick doesn’t like us
much. Oh well...! Please feel free to congratulate him
on his higher wisdom for obviously if he failed to
investigate the JDL (Jewish Defense League) information he surely WOULD take time to investigate, thorWhat kind of confirmation do you
oughly,
need, Readers?
Since much of the information revolves around
Holocaust questions I will later list a whole bunch of
questions to see if you can answer them accurately. Ah 1.
indeed, a CONFIRMED atheist JEW went to Auschwitz
TO PROVE FORHIMSELF THE TERRIBLE ATROCI- 2.
TIES AND HE FOUND LIES, DECEIT AND A SHAM
OF TOTAL LIES. Readers, the Zionists HAVE TO 3.
HAVE u . ..less 6 million...” for their prophecies of the
learned elders of Zion who wrote the
AND the
4.
By the way, I am in no-wise singling out the Jewish
ANYTHING or ANYBODY-because
the LIE moves
over and has taken the entirety of the “CHRIST” truth

ON

66 QUESTIONS
THE
HOLOCAUST

What proof exists that the Nazis killed six
million Jews?
What evidence exists that six million Jews
were
killed by the Nazis’?
Did Simon Wiesenthal state in writing that
“there were no extermination camps on German
soil”?
If Dachau was in Germany and even Simon
Wiesenthal says that it was not an extermination
camp, why do thousands of veterans in America say
that it was an extermination camp?

What about Auschwitz? is there any proof that
gas chambers were used to kill people there?
6.
If Auschwitz wasn’t a “death camp”, what was
its true purpose?
7.
Who set up the first concentration camps, and
where and when?
8.
How did German concentration camps differ
from American relocation camps that interned Japanese-Americans during WW-II?
9.
Why did the Germans intern
in concentration camps?
10.
What extensive measure did world Jewry undertake against Germany as early as 19331
11.
Did the Jews of the world “declare war on
Germany”?
12.
Was this before or after the rumors of the
“death camps” began?
13.
What nation is credited with being the first to
practice mass civilian bombing?
How many Jews were in areas that came to be
14.
controlled by the Germans before the war?
15.
(sic) Missing
16.
If the Jews of Europe were not exterminated bv
the Nazis, what happened to them?
17.
How many Jews fled to deep within the Soviet
Union?
18.
How many Jews emigrated prior to the war,
thus being outside of German reach?
19.
If Auschwitz was not an extermination camp,
why did the commandant, Rudolf Hoss, confess
that it was?
20.
Is there any evidence that it was American,
British, French, and Soviet policy to torture German prisoners in order to exact confessions before
the trials at Nuremberg and elsewhere?
2 1.
How does the “Holocaust” story benefit the
Jews today?
22.
How does it benefit the State of Israel?
23.
How does it benefit many Christian clergymen?
24.
How did it benefit the Communists?
How does it benefit Britain?
25.
26.
Is there any evidence that Hitler ordered mass
extermination of Jews?
27.
What kind of gas was used by the Nazis in
concentration camps?
28.
For what purpose was, and is, this gas manufactured?
Why did they use this instead of a product more
29.
suitable for mass extermination?
How long does it take to ventilate an area
30.
fumigated by Zyklon B?
31.
Auschwitz commandant Hoss said that his men
would enter the gas chamber ten minutes after the
Jews had died and remove them. How do you
explain this?
32.
Hoss said in his confession that his men would
smoke cigarettes as they pulled the dead Jews out of
the gas chambers ten minutes after gassing. Isn’t
Zyklon B explosive?
33.
What was the exact procedure the Nazis allegedly used to exterminate Jews?
How could such a mass program have been kept
34.
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35.

36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

41.
42.

43.
44.

45.
46.
47.
48.

49.
50.
51.
52.

53.
54.
55.
56.

58.
59.

secret from Jews who were scheduled for extermination?
If Jews scheduled for execution knew the fate in
store for them, why did they go to their deaths
without fight or protest?
About how many Jews died in the concentration camps?
How did they die?
What is typhus?
What is the difference if six million or 300,000
Jews died during this awesome period?
Many Jewish survivors of the “death camps”
say they saw bodies being piled up in pits and
burned. How much gasoline would have to be used
to perform this?
Can bodies be burned in pits?
Holocaust historians claim that the Nazis were
able to cremate bodies in about 10 minutes. How
long does it take to incinerate ONE body according
to professional crematory operators?
Why did the concentration camps have crematory ovens?
Given a 100 percent duty cycle of all the crematoria in all the camps in German-controlled territory, what is the maximum number of corpses it
would have been possible to incinerate during the
entire period such cremators were in operation?
Can a crematory oven be operated 100 percent
of the time?
How much ash is left from a cremated corpse?
If six million people
been incinerated by
the Nazis, what happened to the ashes?
Do Allied wartime photos of Auschwitz (during the period when the “gas chambers” and crematoria were supposedly in full operation) reveal gas
chambers?
What was the main provision of the German
“Nuremberg Laws” of 19351
Were there any American precedents for the
Nuremberg Laws’?
What did the International Red Cross have to
report with regard to the “Holocaust” question?
What was the role of the Vatican during the
time the six million Jews were alleged to have been
exterminated?
What evidence is there that Hitler knew of an
on-going Jewish extermination?
Did the Nazis and the Zionists collaborate?
What caused Anne Frank’s death just several
weeks before the end of the war?
Is the Anne Frank Diary genuine?
What about the numerous photographs and
footage taken in the German concentration camps
showing piles of emaciated corpses? Are these
faked?
Who originated the term “genocide”?
Were films such as
and

documentaries?
About how many books have been published
which refute some aspect of the standard claims
made about the “Holocaust”7
61.
What happened when a historical institute offered $50,000 to anyone who could PROVE that
Jews were gassed at Auschwitz?
62.
What about the claim that those who question
the “Holocaust” are anti-Semitic or neo-Nazi?
What has happened to the historians who have
63.
questioned the “Holocaust” material?
64.
Has the Institute for Historical Review suffered
any retaliation for its efforts to uphold the right of
freedom of speech and academic freedom?
65.
Why is there so little publicity for your point of
view?
Where can I get more information about the
66.
“other side” of the “Holocaust” story as well as
facts concerning other areas of WW-II Historical
Revisionism?
[END OF QUOTING]
60.
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Sixty-six questions hardly begins to touch the subject, does it? I said “questions” and what is it that “by
law” you cannot do? That’s right: QUESTION! Where
does that put YOU, American? How about Canadian7
Australian? German? New Zealander? British7 And
what are you called if you QUESTION? Anti-Semitic7
And just what does one mean by “Anti-Semitic”?
Ah,
but you see something else hidden here?
So, where
does that leave “anti-Semite”???
Neither are they the
ORIGINAL Judeans! Where does THIS leave YOU?
They certainly WERE NOT “CHRIST”ians. Who and
what are the Heysusians?? Who was Paul? Who was
Was “Christ” or
John of
“Jesus” born on Dec. 25th7 No? Then what makes you
think anything else you are told is true? Dec. 25th and
Jan. 1 ARE THE HIGHEST SATANIC HOLIDAYS OF
THE YEAR, EVEN HIGHER THAN EASTER AND
HALLOWEEN.
Indeed, God has made a lot of promises which
WILL BE KEPT-EVERY
ONE. One of the ones He
made is that you shall be offered the TRUTH and the
“LIE SHALL BE UNSHROUDED ALONG WITH THE
LIARS WHO HAD NO TRUTH IN THEM FROM THE
BEGINNING.” Will this only encompass and embrace
the Zionists7 Since “Jesus” was a construct and creation of these Zionists -what is truth of CHRIST? The
word and term “Jew” was not constructed or used in any
way prior to 1765 A.D. so who are these people who
coined and use the term “Jew”‘? Who are these so-called
Jews who are but thieves of the heritage of those who
“think” themselves to be “Jewish”? How was Israel
DEVELOPED and MADE a nation? What is NOW
considered the“homeland of these self-appointed Jews”?
Who developed and became “Communists”? Are “Communists” Russian?
Who has ultimate “power” in this electronic world
WHO CAN
of technology and energy domination?
PULL THE ELECTRIC POWER CORD GLOBALLY?
How m&y “give a damn”?
Welcome to the New Year New World Order!
Does the United States of America have a Government by Congress (ORTHE PEOPLE)
LOOK
AGAIN!
Who is on vacation (PAID) while a tiny handful of

nit-wits make your laws TODAY? WHO is without pay
and jobs while “laid-by” and the PAID puppets do the
dirty work? WHO can’t even visit “YOUR” own parks?
What will THEY do to you if you break through their
barricades to visit YOUR OWN PARK(S)? WHERE
WHAT
HAVE ALL YOUR FREEDOMS GONE?
ABOUT YOUR FREEDOM TO “QUESTION”? AND,
WHO RE-WROTE YOUR
WHO
ENFORCES IT?
Does Mr. Resnick’s statement: “Please do not rely
on or believe the pure shit in that ‘newsletter’,” change
one iota of TRUTH? OR, does, “The newsletter,
a “newsletter”!],
was the most vile, antisemetic crap I have seen in a long time,” make it so? I
would also point out that if you have a Semite is it not
likely that an Anti-Semite would be the opposite? Then
why does this “authority” on vile, bizarre and absurd
spell his anti-Semite as “anti-semetic” without even so
much as a capital letter to designate “title”? The man
in point is a FRAUD and that is proven by his own work
and words-not
mine!
What do YOU know about one Norm Resnick? I
thought not. If you have “liars from the beginning”
why do you expect TRUTH from them NOW? Is Mr.
Resnick a Jew or a Zionist7 What sets up this man as
having authority to pronounce anything on anyone or
thing? Do you get truth from press and media? Why do
you think Norm Resnick is different from the pack?
Talk Radio? Oh my, you mean like Rush Limbaugh,
Newt’s twit? Rush Limbaugh got his training IN
ISRAEL! At least Larry King (Live??) is honest about
himself.
And what will “we” do if they pronounce under
threat that
will write no more?
We are not “here” to “fight” anything or anyoneWE SERVE GOD CREATOR, IN LIGHT! I would
suggest, however, that each and every one of you take
note: THE HEADS OF THE DRAGON BEAST ARE
NOW GOING TO VIE FORULTIMATE TAKE-OVER,
SO THE SHOW WILL REALLY BE A DANDY AS
THEY PIT ONE AGAINST ANOTHER AND ROBOTIZE THE REST. IF YOU ARE NOT A BIT IN
THEN YOU DO NOT UNDERSTAND YOUR CIRCUMSTANCES! Salu.
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Bettyto“callhome”fiomwhereverthe+yare!
pocket*? Yes. I suggest you follow the “money trail”. I have
nocommentonthe matter. I do suggest that my observations
of yesterday be forwarded to
much damage has already been done as to possibly be past
recovery.
all hope not-perhaps they simply are taking an
opportunity for a Honeymoon as they had no opportunity to
have time in November at the time of their wedding. Yes, and
Tinkerbell fills in for the Tooth Fairy!

l/2/96 #2

Yes indeed, just pay attention and you find out ail sorts of
answers to your questions, i.e., “Where are all those military
equipment-loaded trains, moving North, coming from and
moving to??” Out in the West they are moving from Ft. Irwin
(Barstow), in dark of night through such as Tehachapi and
going on (in the night) to Oregon and Washington. They are
moving massive numbers of transport equipment, fully activated and attended for USE. From the other direction, on the
highways, are pieces of equipment being sent into Ft. Irwin to
be activated and put into “combat” readiness. How can you
confirm that7 Wait a minute and it will fall upon you! In this
instance one of those trains dumped part of its load at a place

l-3202
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l-3202
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near Tehachapi called Caliente and a “fess up” took place over
the derailed vehicles.
Further, you can’t seem to make yourself believe that
there is a grid in the heavens for energy flow? Sorry, but all
you have to do is “look up”. Just yesterday near China Lake
Naval Station was a PERFECT grid in cross-section!
Earthquake confirmation following utesting” in the Pacific? The worst quakes in current times hit Indonesiayesterday! Those “tests” are for the purpose of speeding the
rotation of the Pacific plate and in turn that acts as a GEAR
which WILL PRODUCE TERRIBLE EARTH SHIFTS. IT IS
PURELY PHYSICS!

Grandma has sent out a petition for “missing” Ronn and

“Here” is the very LAST place to where those two should
travel. My suggestion is that they allow working with Wally
Gentleman and the parties involved in their possible motion
picture financing-even if they can’t
Such meetings
could be arranged without their presence-you will have to
check out Wally’s schedule possibilities. YOU DO NOT
PULL
PERIOD! After all, “ .
.
I know, further, that some ones in this location want to
“work” with Mark. That is a terrible thing to ask of him. He
can only be present for mere hours at best and this KlND of
therapy is worse than none at all, ever. If you want to see a real
“basket case” just watch someone who is opened up to
“possibilities” and then LEFT to face it alone! No “I” will
NOT pick up the pieces. I am trying desperately to get a job
done and keep you alivenot
who
task. “CHILDHOOD’S END HAS
ARRIVED.”
From an article in

One of the more important astrophysics probes of this
centurywas successfullylaunched Dec. 2 from Cape Canaveral,
Fla. by NASA and theEuropean Space Agency. Called SOHO
(Solar and Heliospheric Observatory), it will give scientists
for the first time the ability to study the Sun continuously, 24
hours a day, 365 days a year, with telescopes and a dozen other
diagnostic instruments.
Combined with the recently established Global Oscillation Network Group (GONG), a world-wide, groundbased system of solar telescopes to record the Sun’s oscillations, SOHO promises to revolutionize our understanding of
the physics of the Sun and through that, of the universe.
For example, SOHO and GONG could rapidly confirm
and extend the recent controversial observations by
LAB scientists of coherent waves in the otherwise turbulent
solar wind. This would further demolish that reductionist
&icationofKepler’sworkknowntodayas
SirIsaacNewton’s
Law of Universal Gravitation.
[END OF QUOTING]
Let us go back to Tinkerbell and the Tooth Fairy. There
is nothing recently put into anywhere NEAR “space” that is
studying anything EXCEPT YOUR PRISON SYSTEMCALLED “BIG BROTHER WATCHING ALL-of you”
(BBWA, or, “Bubbwa”). Good luck, sleepyheads, even the
floatsintheRoseParadeof 19%TOLDITAL&asthefocus
was directed to evil and CONTROL-like the “Transformer
that
California” and, I kid you not, an “offing to the
Occult-Halloween”. Just in case you haven’t not&d-your
plateisquitefull,citizen. Or,youcanfollowtheEasterBunny
as “he” lays chicken eggs about the place in his splendid
costumes. I suggest that you GONG the SOHO and face
reality.
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worldwide. This also lends itself to the
that
Mycoplasma Incognitus is a MAN-MADE Warfare
Agent. [END OF QUOTING]
Even if you knock out the problem, until you have
renewed
immune system and cleansed
THERE IS NO CURE AS THESE LITTLE VARMINTS
SIT AND WAIT FOR A COMPROMISED BODY TO
HIT AGAIN AND EACH TIME THERE IS ANOTHER
“HIT” THERE IS MORE AND HEAVIER DAMAGE
SUSTAINED.
We who can offer “help” do not even pretend nor
suggest a “cure” of any kind-if there is CURE, people,
YOU DO THE CURING. It is much like a weight loss
program-you
can offer all the stuff in the world and
outline every program on Earth-but the person who is
fat has to get rid of the habits to rid the fat and heal the
body-AND MIND, and it must be done by the one with
the problem. Parents can pour the “stuff down the
children’s throats but the adults are going to have to
take responsibility for THEMSELVES.
“But, can’t they just change out the molecule to
something stronger?” Yep, but that opens whole avenues of tools which will work on other molecules-in
the radiation range. It will be a while before they can
change it out enough to blanket the world. The “enemy” can always change his tactics, so as he changes we
must be prepared to keep up with him-and
at some
point-AHEAD
OF HIM. We were a long way ahead of
him with this because MY PEOPLE listen and act when
appropriate and have no notion what they are doing, so
security is maintained while we make sure everything
we say, do or any action taken is 100% with all legal
guidelines of MAN’S LAWS, local laws, national and
international laws, AND GOD’S LAWS!
We will do what we can to further information
regarding this coalition. We have kissed a lot of frogs
which only turned into bigger and worse TOADShowever, when a prince comes by it is ever so gratifying.

InternationalGulf War
Illness Coalition
#2

I am so pleased to note the formation of the International Gulf War Illness Coalition (IGWIC). I don’t
know much.about this coalition except that it has “new”
leadership from those who were not serving well the
cause of veterans in the other groups.
I have been afforded a look at the information
which I assume is sent to inquiring parties and I find it
EXCELLENT in comprehensive content without going
into details as to possibilities of help. Information is
the first line of defense and publicity of the correct kind
is the way to build security and safety for the risk-takers
who do know what they are doing and doing it to the
best of their abilities.
I was not asked for input so I will keep silent on
most issues as presented but I cannot let it go that the
PARASITIC infestation as cause (carrier) is not covered very well. It is not the parasite that is the big
infector-but
rather it carries the microbes that then
enter the body with the parasites- specifically of the
sand flea (well, any flea will do as the carrier of the
parasite) is of choice because of its ability to withstand
high temperatures as well as low.
Without repeating very much of the paper which I
assume will be carried by CONTACT
ZGWIC on
13-151 in full as it is ready for
public sharing, I want to stress a paragraph offered and
comment for it is SO IMPORTANT that you must not
overlook that with which YOU MUST DEAL IN THIS
GWI. [QUOTING:]
With regards to Biological weapons, Scientists have
found that bacterial DNA degrades quickly in the body,
therefore needing a viral “shell” to house it. The viral
shell is
envelope. The HIV envelope is the
HOUSE, and no one has been yet capable of killing the

If you can kill the HIV, you can treat the bacteria,
and you can get rid of AIDS. That is why there is no real
progress against AIDS. Likewise, in a test tube, you
can put enough Doxycycline (antibiotic) to kill the
Mycoplasma, but in the body, protected by the viral
“shell”, you can only hope to lower the level. Until we
can break the viral capsule THERE IS NO CURE! [II:
a
Dr. Shyh Ching Lo (AFIP/Armed Forces Institute of
has stated that
is in
between a virus and a bacteria. [H:
It is in fact
BOTH. Therefore, what we have is something
There is no known Antidote-
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Thank you for inquiring about the International Gulf War Illness Coalition/IGWIC.
This document was prepared to
identify who we are, why we have come into existence, and our purpose or mission.
IGWIC is dedicated to finding the causes and cures of GULF WAR ILLNESS. We maintain a database on diseases, birth
deformities, and deaths associated with the Persian Gulf War. This includes all soldiers (globally) of the Gulf War “era”,
family members, civilians, and indigenous peoples in the former war zones, which now also includes SOMALIA and
BOSNIA, as there are now published reports of similar deadly “mystery diseases” from these areas. WHAT IS GOING
ON HERE? WE NEED ANSWERS-NOW!
*
*
*
*

IGWIC
We are
We are
We are

came into being out of necessity.
here to bring SANITY to this worldwide crisis and outbreak.
here to make sense of GWI, to impart TRUTH to those who deserve no less.
here to find the Cause(s) and the Cure(s), to STOP the senseless suffering and needless

deaths.

For years now, long after the Persian Gulf War, we see and hear of the continually increasing numbers of deaths, birth
deformities, and illnesses amongst the veteran communities, as well as family members and their civilian friends, on a
worldwide basis. It is hard to deny, everywhere you turn, you hear of this Gulf War
being reported in little
newspapers across the globe, the veterans organizations
newsletters, newspapers, on public access communications
services such as
Online,
Prodigy, and of course the Internet. Even the Department of Defense
(DOD), and other governmental agencies have their own site and a host of information available for anyone to see or
download, right on the Net.
So, does the Gulf War Syndrome really exist? You could spend six months surfing the Net, just reading the information
available from all sorts of sources, globally. You would have to spend perhaps a hundred thousand dollars or more, for a
computer sized large enough to contain all the files of information on GWS, if you attempted to download them just from
the Net alone. Perhaps it would cost much more, and take even longer. The point is, everyone agrees, THERE IS
SOMETHING WRONG. Veterans across the Globe have been complaining for years, yet we have gone about our lives,
whilst thousands and hundreds of thousands of human beings have died already from this “thing” that the DOD and the VA
in America say “doesn’t exist”- “is in their heads”, despite overwhelming evidence to the contrary such as the Riegle
Report 103rd National Congress, much less plain old common sense, and from the huge amount of real-life veterans’ stories
reported and readily available on the Net. Therefore, we are not here to convince anyone of the existence of GWS;that is
a moot point, seeing that the same DOD and VA have their own WEB pages on the Net concerning GWS/GWI, and they
even have a host of government programs to deal with GWS. But then, what is GWS or GWI, what is being done about
it, and why do we feel there was any necessity to form IGWIC- if, in fact, everyone agrees that GWS exists and if, in fact,
the DOD and the VA “say” they have instituted programs to HELP veterans? First we must explore what happened in the
Gulf. There are many explanations given for Gulf War Syndrome, as to what it is, how it originated, etc. Here are a few
“causes” listed for you:
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Infected sand flea or fly bites
Oil fire fumes
Diesel exhaust fumes
Depleted uranium exposure from warheads/expended
shelling
The Pyrodostigmine
Bromide (PB) nerve gas pre-treatment pill
The Aspartame in drinking sodas
Chemical and/or biological weapons
Anthrax vaccines and experimental or “investigational
drugs or products”

@ND’s) used by the U.S. miliary

Some agree it could be a combination of several exposures as listed above, but then they also disagree as to exactly what
is Gulf War Syndrome. The greatest obstacle faced is placing the tag squarely where it belongs, for there is liability beyond
that imagined ever in the history of the United States or this world, whether the cause was accidental, an error,
miscalculation,
or by design- the deliberate use and testing of chemical and biological weapons in the Gulf War.
Whilst the powers that be ponder, examine, debate eloquently, and squabble amongst themselves, people are dying all
over this world. They are dying disgusting deaths, some are rupturing and bleeding through all parts of their body; in others,
their hearts are literally “exploding” in their chests, some just silently withering away and dying from all sorts of cancers.
Untold hundreds of thousands of others have become incapacitated, wheelchair-bound,
crippled by this “disease”. Others
cannot work, and just plain getting out of bed seems the biggest chore they can handle for the day. If you didn’t know it
before, YES, this is really happening all over the globe, but being suppressed from the public by the powers that be, for
the reasons as stated above.
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need to be

denends

At this LATE stage (now 4 years later), we do not have the luxury of focusing on who is to blame. TIME is running out!
We have a worldwide communicable disease, spreading worse than AIDS, and no one is immune. This is not about Gulf
War veterans alone. Because you are a civilian does not exempt you from DYING! There is presently NO KNOWN CURE!
At this point, if we wish to win the war against the disease, I suppose it matters not whether Saddam Hussein is to blame,
that he used chemical/biological
weapons. It matters not if the Coalition Forces, headed by the United States, bombed
Iraq’s labs or stockpiles of biologicals accidentally or on purpose, and these agents were released into the atmosphere. It
matters not if the experimental vaccines administered to the troops were contaminated accidentally, or whatever the reason,
whether the PB pill itself was partially to blame and/or in conjunction with the PB pill and the accidental releasing of other
chemicals and BIOLOGICALS from Saddam’s arsenals is to BLAME. It matters not if several of the Coalition “nations”
had their own little experiments going on under the cloak of this WAR, and together, all of the above, is just an ACCIDENT.
Forget the conspiracies
you hear of about downsizing of the world population; forget all else, you STILL have a
communicable worldwide disease with no known cure! The
Garth and Nancy Nicolson, both Ph.D.s, have isolated
ONE of the strains as
which contain the HIV gene envelope. Even though the DOD and VA deny
the Nicolsons’ findings, they have NOT been able
the Nicolsons wrong. Here is the SCARE, and why you should
be very concerned and obsessed with getting some straight answers NOW!
With regards to biological weapons, scientists have found that bacterial DNA degrades quickly in the body, therefore
needing a viral “sbelr’ to house it. The viral sheel is the “modified” HIV envelone.
and no one has been yet able to totally eradicate the HIV/envelope-house
inside the body. This is one reason why there
has been no real progress against AIDS. Likewise, in a test tube, you put enough Doxycycline (antibiotic) to “kill” (play
on words) the Mycoplasma, but in the body, protected by the viral “shell” (house), you can only hope to lower the level.
Until we can break the viral capsule THERE IS NO CURE! Dr. Shyh Ching Lo (APIP/Armed Forces Institute of Pathology)
has stated that Mycoplasma incognitus is in between a virus and a bacteria. To understand what we are up against better,
let us say it is in fact BOTH. Therefore, what we have is something CONTAGIOUS AS HELL! There is no known antidote.
This also lends itself to the theory that Mycoplasma incognitus is a MAN-MADE warfare agent.
* Why are soldiers, who received only the vaccinations
having children born with birth defects, like
Foundation, Florida and Europe)?
* Why are Gulf War-era soldiers,
placed on the DOD/VA

prepared

(but never deployed to the Gulf) and their families sick, and
(See Nov. issue
LIFE magazine, and the

to deploy even when sick, being now told that they are not eligible to be

* The DOD/VA says that all vaccines, including Anthrax, were FDA approved. The Anthrax inoculation, in FDAapproved doses, consists of two injections,
and
WHY were front-line troops, especially those going on deep
insertions into
given only ONE inoculation instead of two, and WHAT was in it? Was it the FDA-approved version,
or an experimental (IND/INP)?
* Why does the DOD/VA try to discredit any reasonable treatment that civilian physicians/scientists
come up with? Are
that is, an “acceptable” amount of human losses, and after
they trying to hide anything? Are they hoping for
several hundred thousand have died, “it” will contain itself? Why, despite the Drs. Nicolsons’ work, have VA doctors been
told NOT to give out Doxycycline?
Is there a conspiracy to downsize the world population by allowing millions to die?
* Why do all U.S. medical grants go through the DOD for approval?
* Why are high-level
ministers, including King Fahd, suddenly coming down with “mystery illnesses”?
And now, we hear the same for Somalia and Bosnia.
* If soldiers are infected with the
government isn’t funding research into the infection?

and it

envelope,

how

* Why are all these so-called Advisory Committees filled with government insiders and “experts”?
scientists like the Nicolsons were nominated by public appeal, but were never assigned to a position. WHY?

notable

These are but a very few of the questions one can come up with; there are hundreds of unanswered questions, most of
them indicating “something is terribly wrong” and the truth is being covered up. Perhaps the truth of it all really is that
the U.S. Government DOESN’T have an answer. Perhaps they or others fooled with Mother Nature, and Mother Nature
has shown them who is really boss. Whether there is a conspiracy or not, one thing is certain: this world is facing an
epidemic of monumental proportions never seen before, AND THERE IS NO KNOWN ANTIDOTE!
We understand the
The
has a mission. We wish to cut to the quick.
importance of pooling resources.
It is the only way for the human species, as we know it, to survive.
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endangered

There can onlv be one of two reasons for what happened in the Gulf War.
One:
millions,

There is a Conspiracy-there
is a Globalist/New World Order agenda to downsize
and the UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT is a participant.

the world’s population

by

Two: This is all an accident. Questionable testing was done in the Persian Gulf War by everyone, or the bombing of
Saddam’s illegal arsenal/stockpiles
of Biologicals were
released, or a combination of what we have already
stated previously took place, by
BUT-even
if by accident, nations of the world:
(A) Would prefer to allow millions of humans to die hoping for burnout at some point, rather than spend the MONEY
to find the solution and fix the problem. In other words, money is more important than human lives.
(B) Nations of the world are scrambling to find an antidote but don’t have one. They have some culpability in what took
place in the Gulf, whether by their own experiments or other, and they CANNOT EVER acknowledge this to the. world
populations.
They are hoping this epidemic will reach burnout at some point, and
is their solution.

No scenario

we can think of looks good.

Evervthing

we see and hear. smells.

It is time ALL Gulf War Veterans associations band together. It is time veterans of ALL wars band together. It is time
peoples of all the Earth band together-and
DEMAND an end to this INSANITY. Scientists/researchers,
all those in the
medical profession should pool their resources and work together. You are doing this to save your own life, and your children.
Please HELP the
You can be a part of what we are trying to do. We need your
help to spread the word, before this plague takes care of us all. We need volunteers, people in every state across America,
people in every province, in every nation across the globe.

To find out more about GWS-IGWIC,
and how you can help make a difference, what you can do to become involved with
us, please write or call
The
is made up of people just like you. You do
not have to be a veteran to become a volunteer or a member. WE are in this together, whether you get involved or not. There
is only so much a handful of us can do. If you have ever sent money to some far away nation to feed starving children you
saw on TV, how can you ignore your own countrymenAMERICANS, your own veterans who went to serve-so
your
children would remain FREE and SAFE.
a
If you sent money to help the peoples
of other nations before, THEY need you now also. The mainstream media is not showing you what you need to see.
a
no matter if this was a mistake or a conspiracy. You are NOT being told or shown the truth. Do not wait until
it is too late for all of us-please
get involved NOW!
We ask all scientists, researchers, and doctors to please aid us with information concerning treatments and any successes
with Gulf War Syndrome, CFIDS, and AIDS. We will put
information out via our Fax on Demand (FOD) system, the
Internet, mailings, etc., and let the people see the research being done, unimpeded by media blackout, AMA politics, or
anyone else’s agenda. We want all good ideas to share with others. People interested in the most up-to-date medical
information concerning GWI/GWS will be able to access it through our system. We also ask those afflicted to fill out our
survey questionnaire (accessed by FOD or mail) to help us load up our database. We will release periodic reports on trends
and other relevant information we glean from our surveys,
to
Gulf War Veterans
Groups WORLDWIDE-we
ask that you encourage your members with GWS to participate in our database.
Civilization as we know it has entered a new phase, a different plane.
We are truly in a star wars battle for survival.
Join us, and “May the Force be with you.”

PETER KAWAJA
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Depopulation
Of
A Planet
The hands, set by the
are moved only after lengthy debate.
Some of the world’s leading experts will gather this
week at the University of Chicago to discuss what is
expected to be the first movement of the hands since
1991.
Most people think the hands will tick forward
again, advancing for the first time in a decade marked
by a series of backward ticks.
In 1984, with the arms race accelerating, the time
was put at three minutes to midnight. By 1988, with a
Soviet-U.S. treaty limiting intermediate-range nuclear
forces, it ticked back to six minutes to the hour; 1990
saw it go to 10 to midnight with the end of the Cold War
and finally, in 199 1, with the signing of the strategicarms-reduction treaty, it went to its current time.
“I’d put it close to midnight right now,” said John
Mate, an anti-nuke campaigner for Greenpeace International, who believes the clock is ticking forward
again.
“Unless France and others sign a comprehensive
test-ban treaty, I think there’s a huge threat.”
Mate isn’t a global-security expert, but he’s got
more of an up-front view of the threat than most, having
just returned to Vancouver from the South Pacific
where he protested France’s most recent nuclear-test.
On the night France exploded the world’s latest
nuclear bomb, Mate was aboard a small yacht
outside the 20 kilometer exclusion zone off Mururea
atoll, in French Polynesia.
In the distance, he could see the glow of lights from
France’s nuclear-testing facility.
Mate said watching the warm electrical radiance
reflecting on the waters of the South Pacific Ocean
filled him with a sense of dread.
“I saw Mururoa as a place that symbolizes the
greatest evil that humanity can perpetrate on the planet,”
said Mate. “I used to refer to the testing program as
but since going to Mururoa, I now
just say it is evil.”
Bill Epstein felt the political tremors in New York,
where for the past 25 years he’s served the Canadian
government on United Nations committees concerned
with nuclear proliferation.
Epstein said that by ignoring world opinion and
continuing to build its nuclear arsenal, France has
made it easier for other countries to do the same.
“There are 40 countries in the world today that
have the capability to make a nuclear weapon if t hey so
decide,” he said. “Most of them don’t, because they
have signed the nuclear non-proliferation
treaty. But
they can withdraw from that with three months’ notice-and
some of them have warned now that they
might do just that.”
Epstein said that if he were setting the clock today,
he’d push the minute hand forward to five minutes-to
12 minutes to midnight. “With the end of the Cold War

a lot of people thought peace had broken out, but there
is still a very real danger out there,” Epsteinsaid. (End
quoting.]

In his [Pentagon] report dated July 14, 1995, titled
Question
ing:]
quence of

pre-treatment

pills which were administered

invol-

In a document received by
from Peter
Kawaja titled
we read [quoting:]
Gulf War Illness is a communicable disease, spreading worse than AIDS, by mere casual contact, through
perspiration, or by being close to someon; who coughs.
You can become infected by brushing by someone at a
store. Your children can be infected at a playground or
at school. Mycoplasma incognitus contains most of the
HIV (AIDS) envelope, which was tampered with by
humans. It is a warfare agent by design. Our government is involved in this great crime and cover-up. A
nationwide/worldwide
panic is going to be created, of
magnitude, that it will threaten our very existence. This same government will then step in to offer
a solution;
will have “an antidote”, a treatment,
but only those
will accept
medical ID card will
be treated, all others will be considered a danger and
threat to -society, hunted down, and impris&ed or
killed. Americans will welcome this solution, will turn
in their neighbors and friends in order to survive
themselves.
At the same time, this instrument will
suspend the
of
United States, to
allow United Nations rule, the New World Order, One
World Government.
America will be enslaved.
Approximately 40%
(from confidential sources) ofthe American population
is already a carrier of one form (or another) of HIV, as
there are now over 2,000+ strains, effectively making
almost half of the population a carrier to infect others
of (example) Ebola Reston, a slow-acting deadly agent,
taking years to manifest itself, killing you in pain worse
than Ebola Zaire, which is quick acting.
The government is already leaking news stories
through the mainstream media, warning America: it is
not IF, but WHEN, we will soon face a worldwide
outbreak. They are preparing you for what they already
know and have planned. What they are saying, however, is that this will happen by accident, because of
international air travel, and Americans are believing
it. [End quoting.]
-

untarv). anthrax vaccines,

a much

cal

The Department of Defense, however, continues to deny that chemical and
biological agents were used during the
Gulf War.
DOD is lying to our veterans and their
families, to the U.S. Congress, and to the
American people about the exposure of U.S.
soldiers to chemical and biological agents
during the Gulf War. [End quoting.]
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NATURE

In an article written by William J. Broad, from the
Nov. 28, 1995 edition of
Post, reprinted
from the New York
we read [quoting:]
With the cold war a fading memory, the nation’s
spy satellites are beginning to turn some of their attention to nature.
In addition to peering at the usual military targets,
they are monitoring such natural phenomena as clouds,
glaciers, sea ice, deserts and tropical rain forests to
gather clues about long-term global climatic change
and ecological threats.
At the urging of Vice President Gore, and with the
support of Congress, the new program is directing spy
satellites to study about two dozen ecologically sensitive sites around the world. Ultimately, it is to monitor
about 500 sites.
Scientists are programming the satellites to study
diverse habitats vulnerable to environmental shifts and
damage, including some that are unusually remote and
forbidding. [Say, Antarctica?]
“In terms of turning swords into plowshares, this is
about as good of an example as I can think of,” said Dr.
Jeff Dozier, dean of the school of environmental science at the University of California at Santa Barbara
and a member of the program’s management team. The
data will be archived for future generations of scientists
and will remain secret for now to conceal the abilities
of the nation’s reconnaissance systems, the scientists
say.
Intelligence experts always try to hide the exact
abilities of their surveillance systems so foes are less
likely to know how to evade and counter them. And in
any event, the data will be most interesting in future
decades because it seeks to reveal trends over time.
The program picks areas of the Earth that are
thought to be particularly revealing of changes in the
natural world and repeatedly photographs them on a
fixed schedule, seasonally in some cases.
Data are to be collected for decades, in theory
revealing subtle ecological shifts that might otherwise
be missed. [End quoting.]
EARTH IN
THE BALANCE
In his book

And
then-Senator Al Gore writes:
“I have come to believe that we must take bold and
nequivocal action: we must make the rescue of the
environment the central organizing principle for civilization.
Whether we realize it or not, we are now
engaged in an epic battle to right the balance of our
Earth, and the tide of this battle will turn only when the
majority of people in the world become sufficiently
aroused by a shared sense of urgent danger to join an
all-out effort.”

On the issue of population, Mr. Gore writes: “The
first strategic goal should be the stabilizing of world
population, with policies designed to create in every
nation of the world the conditions necessary for the socalled demographic transition-the
historic and welldocumented change from a dynamic equilibrium of
high birth rates and death rates to a stable equilibrium
of low birth rates and death rates.”
And also, “No goal is more crucial to healing the
global environment than stabilizing human population. The rapid explosion in the number of people since
the beginning of the scientific revolution-and
especially during the latter half of this century-is
the
clearest single example of the dramatic change in the
overall relationship between the human species and the
Earth’s ecological system.”
Gore begins his concluding statements with, “Life
is always motion and change. Fueled by the fruits of
sun and soil, water and air, we are constantly growing
and creating, destroying and dying, nurturing and organizing. And as we change, the world changes with
us. The human community grows ever larger and more
complex, and in doing so demands ever more from the
natural world. Every day, we reach deeper into the
storehouse of the Earth’s resources, put more of these
resources to use, and generate more waste of every kind
in the process. Change begets change, then feeds on its
own momentum until finally the entire globe seems to
be accelerating toward some kind of profound transformation.”
THE GEORGIA GUIDESTONES
MESSAGE AND MYSTERY FOR MANKIND
[Quoting:]
Elberton Granite’s reputation as one of the world’s
best monumental stones, Elbert County’s geographic
location, and fate seem to be key elements in why one
of the nation’s most unusual monuments was unveiled
near Elberton. Already called “America’s Stonehenge”,
after the mysterious monuments in England which have
puzzled men for ages. The Georgia Guidestones have
attracted nationwide publicity and promises to become
a major tourist attraction.
Overwhelming in size and steeped in enigma, the
Guidestones were revealed to the nation in the Winter,
1979. The guidestones are as much as mystery now as
they were then-and
probably still will be when man
ceases to record his history. The gargantuan, six-piece
monument stands 19-feet high in the beautiful hill
country eight miles north of Elberton and proclaims a
message for the conservation of mankind. Its origins
and sponsors are unknown; hence, the mystery.
The components were manufactured from Elberton
Granite Finishing Company, Inc.‘s “Pyramid Blue Granite”, and the firm’s President, Joe H. Fendley, Sr., said
the project was one of the most challenging ever for his
quarrying and monument manufacturing concern-
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partly because of the magnitude of the materials and
partly because of the exacting specifications from the
mysterious group of sponsors, “and those specifications were so precise that they had to be compiled by
experts on stone as well as construction,” said Fendley.
He said it all began late on a Friday afternoon in
June when a well-dressed and articulate man walked
into his offices on the Tate Street Extension in Elberton
and wanted to know the cost of building a large monument to conservation.
He identified himself as “Mr.
Christian.” He told Fendley that he represented a small
group of loyal Americans living outside Georgia who
wished to remain anonymous forever, and that he chose
the name “Christian” because he was a Christian. He
inquired where Fendley banked and Joe put him in
touch with both local banks. Wyatt C. Martin, President of the Granite City Bank, was selected by “Mr.
Christian” to be the intermediary for the mysterious
project.
According to Martin, the man showed up at his
office 30 minutes later, explained the project, and said
after completion he hoped other conservation-minded
groups would erect even more stones in an outer ring
and carry the monument’s message in more languages.
He told Martin that he wanted the monument erected in
a remote area away from the main tourist centers. The
gentleman also said that Georgia was selected because
of the availability of excellent granite, generally mild
climate, and the fact that his great-grandmother
was a
native Georgian.
Martin persuaded the mystery man that Elbert
County was the ideal location for the memorial; and he
agreed, provided a suitable location could be found. He
returned later and he and Martin inspected sites. “Mr.
Christian”, who now called himself “R. C. Christian”,
chose a five-acre plot on the farm of contractor Wayne
Mullenix. It is the highe:t point in Elbert County. A
few weeks later, Martin contacted Joe Fendley and told
him that funds for the project were in an escrow account
and to start work immediately. Martin promised that
when the project was completed, he would deli rer his
file on the affair to the anonymous sponsors and that
the secret would never be known.
He said “Christian” told him that the sponsors had
planned the monument for years and that the ten
“guides” for the conservation of mankind and the Earth
were carefully worded as a moralistic appeal to all
peoples, regardless of nationality, religion, or politics.
GUIDESTONE
FACTS
(WEIGHTS & DIMENSIONS)
Overall Height: 19 ft., 3 in.
Amount of Granite: 95 1 Cubic Feet
Weight (Grand Total): 237,746 pounds-( 119 tons)
Four UoriPht Stones: 6 ft., 6 in. wide; 16 ft., 4 in. high;
lbs. each (avg.
1 ft., 7 in. thick. Weight-42,437
total weight 169,750 lbs.
3ne Center Stone:
(the
Gnomen Stone) 3 ft., 3 in.
wide; 16 ft., 4 in. high; 1 ft.,
7 in. thick. Weight-20,957
Ibs. total
One Cao Stone: 6 ft., 6 in
wide; 9 ft., 8 in. long; 1 ft., 7
in. thick. Weight-24,832
lbs. total
Four Supoort Stones: (Bases)
7 ft., 4 in. long; 2 ft., 0 in.
wide; 1 ft., 4 in. thick.
Weight-4,875
lbs. each
(avg.)-19,500
lbs. total
One Suooort Stone: (Base) 4
ft., 2.5 in. long; 2 ft., 2 in.
wide; I ft., 7 in. thick. Weight
2,707 lbs. total
Descriotionof Lettering: Over
4,000 sandblasted letters, each
approximately 4 in. high.
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“variety”.

The four large upright blocks pointing outward are
oriented to the limits of the migration of the moon
during the course of the year.
An eye-level, oblique hole is drilled from the South
to’the North side of the center, Gnomen stone so that the
North Star is always visible, symbolizing constancy
and orientation with the forces of nature.
A slot is cut in the middle of the Gnomen stone to
form a “window” which aligns with the positions of the
rising sun at the Summer and Winter Solstices and at
the Equinox so that the noon sun shines to indicate
noon on a curved line.
The capstone includes .a calendar of sorts where
sunlight beams through a 7/S in. hole at noon and
shines on the South face of the center stone. As the sun
makes its travel cycle, the spot beamed through the hole
can tell the day of the year at noon each day. Allowantes are made because of variations between standard
time and sun time to set the beam of sunlight at an
equation of time.
The site, eight miles north of Elberton, Georgia on
Highway 77, was chosen because it commands a view to
the East and to the West and is within the range of the
Summer and Winter sunrises and sunsets. The stones
are oriented in those directions.

a
A “living” language grows and changes with advancing knowledge. A %ew” language will be develaped “de novo”- and need not necessarily be adapted
from any languages now in existence.

“Faith” here may be used in a religious sense. Too
often people are ruled by blind faith even when it may
be contrary to reason. Reason must be tempered with
compassion here-but must prevail.

Courts must consider justice as well as law.

a
Individual nations must be free to develop their own
destinies at home as their own people wish-but cannot
abuse their neighbors.

Self explanatory.

Individuals have a natural concern for their personal welfare, but man is a social animal and must also
be concerned for the group. Failure of society means
failure for its individual citizens.

The wording of the message proclaimed on the
monument is in 12 languages, including the Archaic
languages of Sanscrit, Babylonian Cuneiform, Egyptian Hieroglyphics and Classical Greek, as well as
the
English, Russian, Hebrew, Arabic, Hindi, Chinese,
The infinite here means the supreme being-whose
Spanish and Swahili.
will is manifest in the workings of the cosmos-if
we
The guides, followed by explanatory precepts, are will seek for it.
as follows. The words here are exactly as the Sponsors
provided them:
a
500,000,000
Means the entire human race at its climax level for
permanent balance with nature.

In our time, the growth of humanity is destroying
the natural conditions of the Earth which have fostered
all existing life. We must restore reasoned balance.
[End quoting.]

Without going into details as yet undiscovered, this
means humanity should apply reason and knowledge to
While it may seem that I have presented many
guiding its own reproduction. “Fitness” could be trans- unrelated and divergent writings in this series on delated as “health”. “Diversity” could be translated as population of a planet, I believe by now you will see the

is a unique and inspired newspaper for concerned citizens
everywhere, though it particularly focuses on the United States because of
this country’s special mission in the affairs of the world. That is, “As goes
the United States, so goes the world.”
is a vehicle for Commander Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn’s most
recent writings on important current affairs, plus those from other enLight-ening sources, on matters critical to a responsible and informed
public at this time of planetary transition and final days of battle between
the Forces of Light and the “Evil Empire” forces of darkness.
exists to counteract the manipulating lies and clever halftruths put out (on purpose) by the regular print and broadcast media
prostitutes of the Satanic Elite controllers-parasites
who are in the
process of economically, physically, and spiritually collapsing this once
great country (and actually the entire planet) down to a slave-state level of
existence under their diabolical control plan called The New World Order.
This newspaper,
began life on March 30, 1993, risen, like
the mythical bird, with great determination “up from the ashes” of its
internationally acclaimed predecessor called

direct connection and how, once again, Little Crow’s
phrase, “Everything is connected to everything”, is
reaffirmed. The groundwork laid by Thomas Malthus,
Georg Hegel, Karl Marx, the Fabian Society, George
Orwell, Bertrand Russell, and Aldous Huxley, were
carried as themes through countless publications concerning the issue of population.
When examining the countless books on population it becomes exceedingly clear that, for over a
century, great and not so great minds have put their
concentration to this critical issue which faces, and
now slams in the face of, our living planet Gaia [Shan].
What stands out in
when reviewing all of the
treatises on the subject of population is the total absence of God. That’s right, God. He is never mentioned-never
included in the equation for hope and
resolution. We know that God has a Plan 2000 too, yet
somehow even saying this sounds trite, like some bornagain comeback. But those who KNOW God, know
that God’s Plan is so far out of man’s reach of understanding that its magnificence will shine as the noonday sun.
Instead of hope and inclusion of God into the
equation for balance, we are presented with images of
teeming masses, who, like lemmings, move en masse
toward their destination in a given moment. Always
the conclusions are the same-reduce
growth and depopulate or face ruin. Well, we can be sure that thanks
to places such as Porton Down, England; Fort Detrick,
Maryland; and the World Health Organization, the
tools for death and destruction are locked and loaded
and dispensed to the sleeping innocents inThird World
countries where trusting eyes look up to those giving
the injections and say in their native tongue, “Thank
as the countdown to their own death begins.
Have I intended for this series to be depressing
fear-mongering?
Far from it. I went into this series
entirely “open” to find whatever the evidence presented to me, and I believe the evidence by now is so
overwhelming for even the greatest of skeptics that it
is safe to say,
really are trying to kill us off!”
And the tools at their disposal cross all boundaries and
come in such divergent forms as: disease-carrying
ticks and fleas, clouds of gas, contaminated drinking
water, on-the-hoof transmission through our meat, to
out-and-out nuclear weapons. The agenda for depopulation is right on track and accelerating rapidly. And,
so too, the subject is so big, so overwhelming in scope,
that most simply resign themselves and throw their
hands up in the air and say, “There’s nothing I can do
about it.”
It is no accident that CNN has recently run several

in turn, began life in mid-October of 199 1, having
evolved from an earlier newsletter called the
which itself came into existence as a faster way to get THE TRUTH out to you
readers than was possible with the more substantial “book” format of the
Much incredible ground has been covered so far in that mission.
While the
‘s motto reminded all that “The Truth Will
Set
Free”, the
motto, displayed prominently in the masthead,
takes that thought another important step forward and proclaims: “Ye
The “Phoenix Project” is about those preparations needed-at body, mind and
soul levels-to both understand and survive the great healing changes which are
beginning to energize this beautiful little planet, now so frazzled and tortured from
abuses of all kinds. We look forward, with great expectations, to the
with all of you-a coming together that is rapidly taking place as the entire Phoenix
Project “ground crew” continues to connect, solidify, and gain strength through
becoming informed of THE TRUTH. Indeed, welcome aboard, friends!
Editor-In-Chief,
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specials on the Ebola virus. The public is being psychologically prepared for massive outbreaks, and massive
outbreaks there will be. At this point in time, with all
that has already been unleashed upon us, outbreaks are
inevitable.
Those in power and control of this world do not
know how to create, but they are extremely proficient at
destruction and that is the path they are walking. They
may make wondrous-sounding
declarations about the
need to protect Mother Earth, such as you just read in
21 (which fl effect everyone), but the cost in
human lives will be without measure.
You will know by now that the issues confronting
us as a planet are so complex, so interwoven, that there
are no easy answers.
But who are Aurelio Peccei,
Eduard Pestel, Hugo Thiemann,
Carroll Wilson,
Alexander King, Saburo Okita of the Club of Rome to
dictate to mankind that
the masses is required? I do not advocate violence, but there was a time
in history when crimes of such high treason against
humanity were dealt with in a very precise manner. At
the very least, ones such as Club of Rome members
should be called to answer before a World Court. But
then, I suppose following this line of reasoning further,
charges would have to include administrators of such
facilities as Porton Down, Fort Detrick, and perhaps
even the World Health Organization itself. Obviously,
in our present world, this isn’t going to happen.
It is only through the selfless and courageous efforts of such brilliant scholars as Eustace Mullins, Dr.
Eva Snead, Dr. John Coleman, Robert Harris and Jeremy Paxman, to name just a few, that we are given the
side of the story that allows for true understanding.
Under the black cloak of
all manner
of evil lurks, waiting to rubout the very essence of
souled life as we know it.
For purposes of our discussion here, let’s take
Louis Farrakhan’s march on Washington. Most people
knew and expected that there would be major trouble,
riots, rebellion, and, to use Gary Wean’s phrase. initiated “race riots and revolution.”
And yet, what happened? The finest example of peaceful assembly ever
witnessed.
And why was this march so successful?
Because GodlAton was included in the equation. He
was the guiding force. His intervention was requested,
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in earnest, and He did intervene and it was nothing
short of a miracle. Let me just ask a simple question:
If God will intercede on behalf of those petitioning for
peaceful assembly, don’t you think He would intercede
directly on behalf of preserving His own Creation if
genuinely asked by souled beings everywhere in heartfelt prayer? Would He not send His Hosts to assist in
resolution. But man does not think of this and many
would say it is too late already. Well, with God, yea
unto the midnight hour, it is not too late.
So, too, God HAS sent HisHosts in response to
man’s petition for help. The help is coming in many
ways, but most notably in the form of THE WORD,
which means, knowledge. Who is listening? Who is
reading THE WORD? God has kept His promises. And
I don’t mean for this to sound like preaching but,
rather, just telling it like it IS.
As now Vice President Al Gore noted in his book
“Sir Crispin Tickell, a leading British diplomat and
environmentalist, noted in a speech to the Royal Society in London in 1989 that ‘a heavy concentration of
people is at present in low-lying coastal areas along the
world’s great river systems. Nearly one-third of humanity lives within kilometers of a coastline. A rise in
mean sea level of only twenty-five centimeters would
have substantial effects-a
problem of an order of
magnitude which no one has ever had to face-in
virtually all countries the growing numbers of refugees
would cast a dark and lengthening shadow.“’
Of course, most writings on the subject of population do not take into account Mother Earth/Gaia taking
her own steps to bring the planet into balance. These
steps would include massive geophysical changes in
the form of tectonic plate shifting, tidal waves, land
masses rising and sinking, and yes, even a possible
polar shift or magnetic pole shift. We know the magnetic poles are, NOW, in a state of flux and extremely
unstable.
Will mankind’s legacy be one of a spent planet, a
hollow shell, radiated and used up? Or, will the higher
collective consciousness of man, in co-creation with
Creator God turn this planet in crisis around?
On Nov. 8, 1995, Aton wrote, “NEW CONTINENTS SHALL BE FORMED AND RAISED UP FROM
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THE DEPTHS OF THE SEAS AND MOUNTAINS
SHALL RISE EVEN HIGHER AND THERE SHALL
BE OCEANS WHERE THERE WERE MOUNTAINS
AND MAN SHALL BE LOST WITHIN THOSE SEAS.
IF MAN CONTINUES TO DESTROY AND MASSIVELY ANNIHILATE THE GLOBE-HE
SHALL
BE ENCAPSULATED WITHIN HIS OWN HELL AND
ISOLATED FROM HIS COSMIC BRETHREN AND
ORBITING PLANETS. IF ENERGY OF SUCH MAGNITUDE IS UNLEASHED AS TO DESTROY THE
PLANET IT SHALL BE ENCAPSULATED AND ISOLATED SO THAT THE NEIGHBORS MIGHT NOT
BE ANNOYED.”

According to Hopi prophecy, 1996 is to be “the
to the new world which will be
leaving behind on Grandmother Earth those who are
choosing to continue to hold the power on this planet
within the space of all the Sacred Twelve.”
Will the Georgia Guidestones serve as mankind’s
legacy, as some historical marker for future civilizations to discover and decipher? Or will the guidestones
provide the necessary wisdom for mankind to begin
moving civilization closer its true heritage, that of
H&man, higher universal man, in close connection
with God?
In George Lamsa’s translation from the Aramaic
of the
the
found in
Chapter 14, we read
the words of Jesus (Esu/Immanuel):
and
go
go and
and

a

a

do
and
and
no

a

and
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MoreData.AboutThe
not even interested in “saving” anybody who wants
nothing to do with us, our work or our products. Dr.
12126195
on p. 25.
Young may well feel differently [no!], but then, if so,
he can use his own authority to compile the paper. The
journals are my decision as to writing and, since I can
12/29/95
see both ends of YOUR ROAD, it might behoove you
would-be journalistic professors to reconsider your
thrust. If you are so great at this job (my job) why is
EASY
TO ANSWER
OUESTION
everything in such a confounding mess around your
I am asked if I couldn’t just stick with one subject world? Mine is totally orderly, righteous and funclong enough to not confuse the readers? No, I can’t! tional in its own perfection.
One-topic books are just that-books.
We write JOURWith this in mind1 will move right along with more
NALS with daily entries and we speak on whatever is in on Robert Maxwell, et al:
priority for the day. Sometimes we begin a writing
project only to find that another topic is more urgent in
[QUOTING, PART 6:]
presentation.
At this moment, for instance, if I am not
goiny to write on the diseases
now killing you by design, I am
going to continue to cover
by Calvin Buehrer
Why? Because it is time you ones realize that
your RELIGIOUS dogmas are going to lose a LOT of
MAXWELL FAMILY DOUBTS REPORT ON
HOW HE DIED. PROBES YACHT’S CREW
people to the LIE.
I realize that you may well think the tales of Robert
7, 1991.
Maxwell don’t have anything to do with this One World
Church Order-BUT
ALAS, IT DOES!
LAS PALMAS, Canary Islands-Robert
Maxwell,
The purpose of the paper and journals is to get the
word, our word, out TO YOU-not vice versa. We are the British publisher whose body was found in the
wondrously delighted to get your input and that which Athtic Ocean Tuesday, apparently died before he fell
you feel needs sharing on a wide scale. Just, however, into the sea from his yacht, a Spanish judge in charge
to write to blast us or tell us how to do our mission, of investigating the case said Wednesday.
An autopsy begun Wednesday was to continue
especially MY mission, is somewhat beyond our expectations of anyone. I don’t tell you how to do your job Thursday, but private investigators and members of the
and yet I find it interesting that we get marketers who Maxwell family already have raised strong doubts about
somehow think our major thrust is to get papers out at the conclusion by Spanish authorities that the puball cost-even
to truth.
No thank you. We need lisher suffered a heart attack and fell overboard.
The family has ordered an investigation into the
communications
and ongoing status reports for our
and certainly fledglings are welcome aboard background of the yacht’s 13-member crew. Besides
but we aren’t in competition with the
the crew, Maxwell was the only passenger, the family
or any other paper. There will come a day when the said.
“To put it plainly, we need to know whether somenumbers may well reflect otherwise but, frankly, I’m
one tried to do
Marvin
him harm,” said
a close associate of the Maxwell family. He
said that in the
mind
of
Maxwell’s sons
and business associates, there
are many things
that arouse suspicion.
According
to Campbell
Livingstone,
the British vice
consul in Las
Palmas, some of
Maxwell’s oron

CONTACT and

gans will be sent to Seville in mainland Spain and to
London for further tests.
Although investigations involving an autopsy can
take as much as nine days in Spain, the family has asked
for the release of Maxwell’s body before the beginning
of the weekend. They have said they hope to bury
Maxwell Sunday in Jerusalem.
Meanwhile,

1984

1987,
Ben-Meaashe

said in

interview

A spokesman for Shamir denied the charge, telling
reporters in Jerusalem: “It’s absolute nonsense.*
Ben-Menashe served for more than 10 years in the
External Relations Department of the Israeli Defense
Force, according to investigative journalist Seymour
Hersh.
Hersh used Ben-Menashe as a prime source in his
new book,
Hersh says in the book that Maxwell was linked to
the Israeli intelligence service, Mossad.
Maxwell was preparing a libel suit against the
allegations before his death.
Ben-Menashe said Maxwell was “especially involved in the arms sales from the Eastern Bloc to Iran,
which we brokered. There were arms sales from Poland, Yugoslavia, North Korea, Vietnam-the
periphery of the Soviet Union because the Soviet Union was
selling them to the Iraqis.
“He would get a commission. I mean he was not
only doing it for his own love of country.”
Ben-Menashe said Maxwell handled the money
side of the deals, while he arranged the transfer of
weapons.
‘We bought hundreds of thousands of percussion
[artillery] shells from the East bloc,” Ben-Menashe
said.

a
The

Hersh has said since Maxwell’s death that he has
more information that he may release.
Speaking to reporters before delivering a lecture
Wednesday at the University of Chicago, Hersh said
this information was gathered to bolster his case against
the anticipated Maxwell libel suit over
Hersh would not describe the information, but later
during a question-and-answer
portion of his lecture,
Hersh said of Maxwell:
“There’s bad stuff there. Stuff he’s done on behalf
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t 0 Israel.

He said the information would “simply be more
kicking” and “bloody him up”, adding that in light of
Maxwell’s death, “I’m thinking about bagging it.”
[SUSPEND QUOTING]
I suggest we now change our focus to other involved parties who help decide the fate and “One
World” strategies spinning out of Israeli connections.
[RESUME QUOTING:]
TOP

SPOOK

PATRON

OF

ALLY

Feb. 1, 1993, Warren Hough:

NEW YORK-The
choice of R. James Woolsey Jr.
as the nation’s new spymaster is the Clinton team’s
“private signal” to reassure Israel it will not lose any of
the backroom influence or political clout gained during
the Reagan-Bush years, highly placed UN observers
say.
Woolsey, a
law

After Woolsey joined the dual loyalist network that
:ame to dominate the Washington national security
mreaucracy in the late 1970s and early 198Os, his
:areer soared. He served as under secretary of the Navy
Iuring the final stage of the Carter Administration,
.hen turned to making what one source called “his first
nillions” as a well-connected lawyer-lobbyist.
When the Iran-Contra scandal erupted in 1986,
Woolsey was retained as the chief legal counsel of
vfichael Ledeen, a former CSIS policy strategist who
lad emerged as one of several Israeli links in that
:onspiracy. It is, in part, evidence of Woolsey’s rise as
r Washington deal-maker that Ledeen got off Scot free
.n the affair, these sources say.
“Woolsey served the Mossad well there, that’s
“Is he
:ertain,” said a congressional investigator.
:qually well qualified to serve as the, keeper of America’s
secrets? All we know for now is that the Clinton
transition team seems to think so.”

HATE.]
While he mocks thePolitically Correct, Mr. Breindel
is an enforcer of what might be called the
ago
who

with
That
observation was obviously true-which
is exactly why
Mr. Buchanan was charged with anti-Semitism rather
than, say, lying. He was recognizing, so to speak, a
decidedly Semitically Incorrect reality.
Contrary to his detractors’ claims, Mr. Buchanan
wasn’t even talking about “all” Jews. He was talking
about the
in this country, which ineludes many non-Jews; a notable example being our
former UN ambassador, Jeane Kirkpatrick, who, when
our interests clash with Israel’s, “always blames America
First” (to borrow her own phrase about the Democrats
in 1984).
[SUSPEND QUOTING]
On the other hand, many Jews have nothing to do
We will now take a good hard look, again, at media with the Amen Corner, and some are Semitically Incorrect-not because they are hostile to their fellow Jews,
manipulations.
This article was reprinted with permission by Jo- but because they
seph Sorbran but there is no further source reference.
SOUELCHING
DEBATE
[RESUME QUOTING:]
When it comes to SQUELCHING open debate and
punishing dissent, the notorious guardians of the PoMEDIA
BLANKET
MALEDICTIONS
litically Correct have nothing on the guardians of the
MANIPULATE
PUBLIC
OPINION
Semitically Correct. That is why you hear so little
public criticism of Israel. On no other topic do so many
August 23, 1993
journalists talk one way in private and another way in
simply keep a prudent public silence.
Now and then you read something in the morning public-or
paper that really wakes you up. If you’re feeling groggy
a
today, try this sentence:

is slated to become director of central intelligence-that
is, head of the CIA and coordinator of the
national security bureaucracy-in
the incoming Democratic administration.
Senior Middle Eastern diplomats, who have long
regarded Woolsey as an asset of the Mossad, Israel’s
secret service, made no attempt to hide their surprise
and concern over his nomination for such a sensitive
and strategic post.
But younger UN policy analysts dismissed such
reservations as old fashioned.
“Woolsey represents a new generation of national
That sentence, italics and all, is from a column
a
security managers who, far from hiding their links to
Israel,
careers,” said Dr.
a
He derides
Waldemar Iten, a Swiss public affairs aide at the world “the guardians of Political Correctness” who would
TERROR
SPREAD
forum’s headquarters.
forbid such generalizations about all members of a
given religious group: “Any effort to address the probThe Politically Correct prevails on certain college
lem [of terrorism] requires recognizing this decidedly campuses. But the Semitically Correct prevails in the
un-PC reality.”
media. I don’t want to exaggerate the terror it
a
awent-serving
the notoriously corrupt governments of Guatemala and
spreads; the Zionist
is not so powerful that
TO INFLAME
AMERICAN
OPINION
Venezuela, among others-these
sources noted.
nobody ever takes the risk of piping up. But there is a
certain risk, just enough to keep journalists wary and
INNER
CIRCLE
guarded in what they say about “our only reliable ally
in the
East”.
he
The new CIA chief joined the inner circle of WashThe essence of charges of political heresy, as opington dual loyalists while working with Richard Perle
posed to mere error, is that a heresy isn’t necessarily an
and Stephen Bryen as a Senate staffer in the early
error. It is a view that offends important interests. If
say,
197Os, sources said.
it happens to be true, that only makes it worse, and
Jews
In 1973 the Center for Strategic and International
more necessary to suppress and punish.
Studies (CSIS), a secretive Washington think tank
In these matters, truth is
defense. It can be the
where leading Israeli strategists such as Edward
Are these two statements true? Well, yes, in the worst offense of all.
Luttwak, Michael Ledeen and Walter Laqueur set the sense that it would be true to say: “All Methodists are
go
potential murderers.” When you put the word “potenagenda, offered Woolsey a fellowship.
Although Woolsey’s current official biography has tial” into a sentence, you approach tautology.
been
to omit all references to his CSIS Turks are potential chess players.” “All Swedes are
connection, sources familiar with the period say it was potential Swedenborgians.”
[SUSPEND QUOTING]
You can play this game
forever.
a “formative” relationship.
the
The next is so ONGOING as to be noted that you
“At CSIS, Woolsey participatedin
a program of
secret war games designed to rehearse joint U.S.-Isdon’t even
how the investigations
coming,
what happened to files in question, who is on the
FILL
IN THE
BLANKS
raeli armed action against various Islamic nations,”
listings (we are!) and what in the world are the FBI,
, said a gulf defense expert known for his pro-U.S. views.
But when you fill in the blanks with the name of one POLICE and the ADL (Anti-Defamation League) doing
“These exercises provided the conceptual framework
a
in cahoots anyway7
has an ongoing battle
for the military adventures of the Reagan and Bush ethnic or religious
group together with a crime, the tautology isn’t with the ADL. These little British-Israeli B’nai B’rith
regimes: the ‘strikes’ against Libya and Iran, the bara game anymore. It may be literally true all Methodists “aliens” have done about everything they can to pull
baric bombing of Iraq and so forth.”
It will be one of
are potential murderers, because all human beings are down people associated with
also
potential murderers. But,to single out the Methodists the saddest days in American History if you allow such
a
advocacy group whose sole purpose for mention is to imply Methodists are especially sus- a thing to happen.
was to deepen the “strategic relationship” between the pect.
the
750
[RESUME QUOTING:]
United States and Israel, with all of the benefits flowing
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Temple in Jerusalem, the coming Rapture (which isn’t)
they are
you right down the PRIMROSE
PATH to total loss of self, soul, freedom and nation.]
We will pull this writing to a close right after we
speak of another very important high. je *el politician,
Martin Indyk.

a

[SUSPEND QUOTING]
Feb. 8, 1993:

So, with the above in mind I think you need the
input of facts and some personal comments by the
Editor of
which will shed some more light
June 7, 1993,
10
onto operations of the Israeli Intelligence agency
(Mossad) and, even ifyou don’t realize it the Mossad is
fully entangled with the U.S. CIA, FBI, British Intelli[RESUME QUOTING:]
of gence and the Soviet KGB. This means that the ADL
is nothing but a spoke in the wheel of these INTELLIThe ADL, an illegally unregistered agent for a GENCE OPERATIONS.
foreign government, bought the information from a San
With hardly a mention in the Establishment media,
Francisco police inspector, Tom Gerard, who has since
[RESUME QUOTING:]
soul, soul, American foreign policy in the Middle East
fled the country to a remote island in the Philippines,
has taken a radical turn toward interventionism and
with which the United States has no extradition treaty.
a
so. You
warmongering.
Gerard is being investigated by the FBI and the San
Francisco Police Department (SFPD) for selling police people don’t want
intelligence data to agents of the Mossad, Israel’s
a
secret service.
a
he has
Gerard had beenconducting investigations of Arabthe
American groups suspected of links to terrorist groups
in the Middle East as well as other presumed “enemies”
a
of Israel. He culled information from national law
enforcement data banks as well as through conducting
his own surveillance and investigations.
Gerard, 50, is a veteran police officer who intera
rupted his law enforcement career in the mid-1980s to
lead
a
work for the CIA as a
expert in El Salvador. Upon 1
his return in 1985 he joined an SFPD intelligence unit
a
that has since been disbanded.
a
a
In
His commanding offtcer, Capt. John Willet, began
to suspect
was selling information to the
Willet tipped off the FBI and began his own investigation. Gerard then fled to the Philippines and informed
the SFPD by mail that he had “retired”.
The district attorney obtained search warrants for
Gerard’s abandoned houseboat and ADL offices in San
Francisco and Los Angeles.
During the investigation, it was revealed one of
Gerard’s sources was a paid informant of the ADL
known as Roy Bullock. Bullock has for years spent time
circulating among Arab-American groups and others
critical of the close U.S. relationship with Israel, gathering information and relaying it to the ADL, which
passed it along to the Mossad.
ANOTHER

ISRAELI

HERO

Gerard’s case is big news in Israel, where it is
receiving front-page treatment. Gerard is regarded as
a “hero”, much as U.S. naval intelligence officer
Jonathan Jay Pollard, currently serving a life sentence
in federal prison for espionage, was accorded that
status for stealing American defense secrets and selling
them to the Mossad.
According to
a prominent Israeli daily
newspaper, Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin declared: “This [Gerard] is a hero and he’s been going
after these people, and is a patriot who wants to save
lives.”
Gerard had traveled to Israel in 1991 on an ADLsponsored “law enforcement mission”, an all-expensespaid trip in which Gerard was introduced to Israeli
police and intelligence officials. Gerard told a friend
that while he was there he helped in the airlift of
Ethiopian Jews from Addis Ababa to Israel.

the outfit was

the
Few Americans
have even heard of him, yet he has committed the
country to a campaign that will result in WAR in the
Middle East. Apparently, the government wants him to
those
remain semianonymous.
The White House and the
certainly appear to be startled.
So we NSC will not even release a picture of him.
a
. . ..Clinton’s policy in the Middle East makes no
that has never been
pretense of fairness or evenhandedness.
It simply
that
[SUSPEND QUOTING]
This doctrine, that America has an
Is it yet becoming clear to you who are the Zionists? abiding interest in Israel’s welfare-indeed,
that Israel’s
the
They are a CONVENIENT grouping of those who you interests should be placed ahead of America’s-is
think to be “Jewish” Hebrews. No, there are as many sourceof all that’s wrong with U.S. policy in the region
non-Jewish, and perhaps far more, persons involved in and elsewhere on the globe.
Zionism than are the Hebrew Torah followers. Zionism ons already
the
in the hands of Israel, and
also fits into the Zion element called the Mormon those
the way in
and
Church. These are basically people drawn from the nuclear holocaust, thought to have disappeared with
masses to bring the Elite into One World Order CON- the collapse of the Soviet Union, has once again
is
a “Jewish reared its fearsome head....
TROL. Israel is ZIONIST.
and the most surprised “Jewish people”
[END OF QUOTING AND END OF PART 61
were the ones who went there thinking it to be home.
NO, and moreover, the U.S. is NOW considered the
I would like to leave you with a thought about
“Zionist Homeland of the Jews”. You will note that
ongoing CURRENT talks about settling disputes, rear- “nuclear” ongoing interests. You have had another
ranging lands in the Middle East, etc., ARE TAKING “test” in the Pacific-you
know, one of those that is
PLACE IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICAdestroying your Pacific Ocean and pushing the Pacific
tectonic plates into major rotation. Things are heating
NOT THE MIDDLE EAST.
Some of the most dedicated ZIONISTS come di- up, readers, and certainly the plan is to kill you one way
rectly from your Pentecostal Evangelical CIRCLES and or another. Those “French” tests are interesting in that
you blink twice and can’t figure what they are talking France has the very least to do with any of them. The
And computer runs are hooked up to British Intelligence
about with their “Jude0-Christian”
nonsense.
what do you do? You pour more money for a commu- and U.S. Intelligence at White Sands. The data is
nications system of international hookup which is cur- moving through your computers before France even has
rently being established in both the Soviet bloc areas any report or collection. In conjunction with this major
AND ISRAEL. This is right from your TBN religious thrust against the plate rotations and the magnetic
network. Jerry Falwell shouts to all: “I am a Zionist confusion by the pulse grid system (GWEN and HAARP,
and proud of it!” So be it, these are the “Jesus” among others), you are teetering on the brink of major
distracters who toss “Christ” around like a hot potato loss of planetary stability.
magnetic pole is in
while all the while leaning toward the rebuilding of the almost constant wobble like a dying top as it tosses and
a
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twitches as it wobbles to a stop. You have all but
destroyed the magnetic gyroscopic free-spin.
Politically you are in total disarray and if you think
those are natural storms, floods, etc., in Bosnia which
are hampering your troops from settling in with toasty
toedies before a fireplace-THINK
AGAIN. You are
meeting far bigger manipulators than are in Washington D.C.
I marvel at vour gullible acceutance of any thing
and every thing pushed off on you. NOTICE: THE U.N
PULLED OUT AND NATO
(YOURS) MOVED INTO THE FRAY. AND, HUNDREDS UPON HUNDREDS OF FULLY-LOADED
MILITARY EQUIPMENT NOW IN COMBAT COLQ&are being shifted all over the U.S. What happened
to the good old WHITE U.N. “PEACE” training troopers and equipment?
Most of you aren’t even taking note that you ARE
WITHOUT A GOVERNMENT. Worse yet, the dangerous ones are STILL IN WASHINGTON WAGING WAR
AGAINST YOU-THE-PEOPLE.
BY THE WAY, FRIENDS, WHAT ARE YOU
HEARING FROM YOUR NEW REPUBLIC IN NEW
MEXICO? WE WERE TAKEN OFF THEIR MAILING
LIST BECAUSE MR. NEWBY DIDN’T LIKE BEING
CHALLENGED ON HIS POSSIBILITIES.
SO BE IT.
ISN’T THAT THE WAY OF ALL GOVERNMENTS7
RAISE A QUESTION AND YOU’RE “OUT”! WELL,
NO, MR. JACKSON-f

July 19, 1993.
BEHIND
,

‘TERRORISM’
by Naim Giladi

BRING
ASSETS

a

Although it-has involved decades of deception,
billions in misspent U.S. taxpayer funds and thousands
of victims, the hidden role of the CIA and its longtime
ally, the Mossad, Israel’s secret service, in setting up
and exploiting stage-managed “terrorist” incidents is
still unfamiliar to most Americans.
As a Jewish historian and journalist who has studied and lived in both Iraq and Israel, as the organizer of
a worldwide alliance of Jews from Islamic nations and
now an American citizen, I have been a close observer
of this secret war for more than a quarter-century.
In
fact, I encountered it head on as soon as I became an
adult.
The son of a well-to-do, highly regarded Jewish
family in Iraq, I was becoming involved in the selfgovernment of our prosperous local community in early
1951 when a series of terrorist attacks shattered our
tranquillity. Bomb explosions wrecked the large U.S.
Information Service library on Baghdad’s busy Rashid
Street. Other targets included a leading synagogue
where dozens of Passover worshipers were hurt.
Who was responsible for these attacks? Baghdad
This latter notation is because people was flooded with rumors and news stories blaming
still ask me about the
and my Mother told Moslem “fanatics” for the sudden wave of terrorism.
me that, if I couldn’t say something “nice”, to say Iraqi Jews, who had lived amicably with their Arab
“nothing at all”. Good day.
neighbors for centuries, panicked and applied for emigration permits to Israel by the thousands.
#2
Please Iet us now turn again to our topic of the
Church so that we don’t get so far behind in the series
and readers aren’t able to have continuity.

23

I eventually moved to Israel myself to become a
historian and a journalist.
1951

[QUOTING, PART 7:)

Years later, having settled in the United States, I
1993 became friends with the late Wilbur Crane Eveland, by
then a retired senior CIA official. Although I didn’t
know it at the time, Eveland’s first overseas intelligence assignment
had led him to
Baghdad in 195 1
just after the first
bomb explosions.
“There
is no
question that those
incidents of ‘Islamic
terrorism’
were
the
staged
by
Mossad,” Eveland
told me. “It’s an
Israeli tactic well
known almost everywhere except in
America, where the
press always follows
the Israeli line,”
In his subsequent autobiography, Eveland explained

It was

For another thing, Iraq’s Jewish community was
wealthy. “They formed the backbone of the merchant
class and controlled most of the banks,” Eveland reDarted. The Israeli government wanted them to move
io Israel,
and bring
their assets with
them.
“Soon
after the
bomb exp 1o s i on s
set up by
h
e
t
M o s sad ,
Israeliprinted
leaflets
appeared
all over
Baghdad
u rg in g
Jews
to
seek safety
from such
violence
by fleeing
to Israel,”
Eve 1a n d
wrote.
Many
did. The
ministate’s
1e a d e r s
had found
staged terror i sm
could produce both political gains and financial profits.
There was, of course, an element of risk in these
“The repeated use of such
undercover operations.
bizarre provocations to turn the Western powers against
the Arabs
backfired in Egypt,
-_ _ when Israeli involvement was revealed,” reported two veteran Israeli
journalists,
Dan Raviv, in a recent
book about Israel’s clandestine services.

1954,

a

the two investigative newsmen related.
Sent out with incendiary grenades to burn down the
U.S. Information Center in Alexandria, Egypt, on June
30, 1954, Philip Nathanson, a U.S.-born Mossad aper
tive, accidentally set his own trousers on fire. Extinguished and questioned by police, he confessed and
gave up the outlines of a major Mossad terrorist network in the Middle East.
The ensuing scandal led to an Israeli Cabinet crisis, and to a ministerial directive to use Arab operatives
in the Mossad’s staged terror operations whenever
possible. The decision accelerated another. strategic
move by Israel’s secret service: the penetration and
subversion of Islamic movements.

a
SECRET

SUBSIDIES

An opening for the new approach soon appeared in
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Egypt itself, where the pro-Soviet tendencies of President Gamal Abdel Nasser generated militant opposition among the
Brotherhood.
With the fast
multimilliondollar
installments in what became a long
succession of secret subsidies from the
the Mossad
penetrated the ranks of the Moslem Brotherhood and
incited them to violent resistance.
At about the same time,
initiative to
infiltrate and manipulate Islamic movements was emulated by the
in Iran. With what he has himself
since described as “several steamer trunks stuffed with
agent Kermit RooseveIt arrived inIran to
oust populist Prime
Mossadegh,
who had nationalized his country’s
It was
tactics
etrated and
of Iran’s
Shiite factions. In a wave of sabotage, bomb explosions
and violent street demonstrations
attributed by the
press to
radicals”, Mossadegh was overthrown
and the shah installed on
Peacock Throne.
followed was a quarter-century of exploitation, graft,
bank
rectly to Iran’s 1979 fundamentalist revolution.

physicist.
covert

jointly with
now wrecked
civilized
hopes for-a measure of secuWrites Dr.
Black in the report’s preface.
The confidential UN paper and other related documents were made available to
diplomatic correspondent by Middle Eastern diplomats at
international organization’s New York headquarters.
These veteran foreign service officials and other
Islamic delegates at the world forum were shocked to
in late October that Israel had successfully
a
Known as the Jericho 2B
missile, this ballistic projectile, with an estimated range
of over 1,200 miles, can “wipe any Middle Eastern
capital and most Europeans cities off the face of the
according to a senior air
a
force officer attached to the military staff of a UN
delegation from a major Persian Gulf nation.

FACTION

a

But the CIA and the Mossad kept on expanding
their infiltration and manipulation of Islamic movements. In their secret
against
Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO), Israeli
ons and
a
Hamas,
strict Moslem militancy was opposed to
the PLO’s secular
Now that the fighters of Hamas have entered a
phase of armed resistance to the Israeli occupation of
the West
nounced as typical
be of Arab nationality, these activists havebeen
financed and
to militant -action by the
The
of alien
secret service agents was behind the wave of 1980s
kidnappings in Lebanon, I
discovered. It was an
exceotionallv nainful terrorist interlude
dia have blar&d
erroneously-wholly
on Islamic “nationalists”
[SUSPEND QUOTING]
You might
instances that YOU KNOW ABOUT
Mossad
Ridge in
Idaho, Waco
especially in Jonestown. In both the
Jonestown and Waco incidents-the
honchos in
“Koresh” were flown out of
directly to, Tel Aviv, Israel.
boarded
a
at the compound.
may not

to offer your

the ass of your special
[RESUME QUOTING:]
YOU

FUND

NUCLEAR

OUTLAW

13, 1990:
a
Israel
muclear
assertion of a UN report compiled
of

That is the
the direction

undertaken

“South Africa is beset by grave problems. But they
are largely internal, and have more to do with the lack
of resolve and stamina shown by recent government
than with any external threat against which we could
use nuclear missiles. We don’t need these anti-human
weapons, and I, for one, think we especially don’t want
them from Israel, the one pariah among UN members.” ,
[SUSPEND QUOTING]
Ah, but there doesn’t seem to be an end of the bomb
business so let us offer a few more random articles on
the subject.
[RESUME QUOTING:]
GENIE

the
of the most apocalyptic

OUT

OF

THE

BOTTLE

a

the

$100
RIVAL

actions,
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Dec. 30, 1991, Lawrence Wilmot and
Martin Mann.

The republic of Kazakhstan, viewed as a leader
among the five Central Asian nations emerging from
“The Washington national security
the breakup of the Soviet Union, has made a secret
the appeal for aid to major Moslem nations, promising in
return to regard its large stockpile of nuclear weapons
It is generally accepted that Israel has long pos- as “Islamic bombs”.
Intelligence reports of these surreptitious moves
sessed nuclear bombs, but its missile delivery system
was not developed until recently.
have sent the White House into a “panic huddle” and
Secretary of State James Baker on a hurried visit to
Central Asia.
There are tactical atomic weapons sites in four of
the five Central Asian republics-Uzbekistan,
Under the 1978 Nuclear Non-Proliferation Act, a Kazakhstan,
Turkmenistan,
Tadzhikistan
and
major piece of legislation targeted by Congress against Kirghizia- that have become independent countries
precisely the kind of violations perpetrated by Israel,
with the disintegration of the Soviet central governis illegal to
ment. In addition, there are reportedly more than 100
1970
underground silos in Kazakhstan housing giant intercontinental ballisthe
tic missiles targeted
States.
with Israel that this law,
An alliance between some-or
all-of
these
former Soviet reIsrael,” noted Dr. Clarissa Bonnard, a physicist
publics, whose tospecializing in arms control studies at Princeton
tal population of
University.
nearly 50 million
is largely Moslem,
and the leading naofficials
tions
of Islam
would “provide a
strate.gic
ogy
counterforce
to
a
Israel’s
dwarf
UN diplomats, who agreed with her assessvaunted atomic arment, were incensed to learn in late October
says
senal”,
Dr.Vanessa
Hughessen,
a
nuclear physicist
In return for missile technology and guidspecializing
in
ance in building an atomic device, South
arms control
at
has
Princeton Univer“a
sity.
The vast world
of Islam would reSouth African staffers at UN headquarters,
gard such a develwhile asking not to be quoted by name, were ’
opment as “nothing
also indignant about these revelations.
“Perless than historic
haps we are being set up by the Mossad,” comjustice”, added Dr.
mented a military attache, “to serve as a kind of
Hughessen.
lightning rod or fire wall for Israel if it is singed
the
condemnation for its bandit bombs.
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scenes
de-

a
fenses.”
HISTORIC

NECESSITY

Moreover, an economic and military alliance between the Central Asian republics and the nations of
Islam may also prove a historic necessity,
Nancy
Libin, professor of Soviet affairs at Carnegie Mellon
University.
“Economically, these lands are born to independent statehood in a devastated condition,” explained
Dr. Lubin. “Unemployment is soaring. Factories are
closing everywhere. Infant mortality has shot up by a
startling 50 percent in recent years.”
Islam could “become a very potent banner” for
these people, especially with the rapid expansion of ties
with Iran on the southern border, warned Prof. Lubin.
Beyond Iran, Kazakhstan’s President Nursultan
Nazarbayev has made a broad appeal for aid and cooperation to a number of Moslem governments. He has
requested financial support from oil-rich Persian Gulf
countries as well as technical and military assistance
from large nations such as Egypt and Pakistan.
“This genie is out of the bottle,” commented a longserving Arab ambassador at UN headquarters, asking
not to be quoted by name. “My government’s policy is
moderate and largely pro-American. But I am sure we
will not ignore the call of our Moslem brethren in
Central Asia, nor their offer of a shared atomic arsenal.
If this is a crisis, the United States has only itself to
blame.”
the
say.
JUMP

START

to jump-start these severed Asian economies, they will
in turn disarm some of the largest strategic missiles and
destroy the intercontinental targeting instrumentation
of others so they cannot be fired at the United States.”
But there was no commitment from Kazakhstan or
its brethren to give up their nuclear arsenals, or to place
them under the central command of the newly emerging
“Commonwealth of Independent States.”

25

EASILY
SMUGGLED
One former Special Forces officer who
trained
in the use of the SADM devices said that the weapons
could easily be smuggled into the United States across
either the Canadian or Mexican borders, or even aboard
a ship.
He expressed particular concern about Soviet
Spetsnaz (Spetsialnoye Nazhacheniye), meaning special purpose, troops, which are the equivalent of U.S.

whose last-ditch
numerous

than

the

[SUSPEND QUOTING]
Just one more before we
close Part 7:
[RESUME QUOTING:]
SOVIET
NUKES

MINILOOSE?

Sept. 23,1991,
Mike Blair:

The administration
of
President George Bush and other Western governments
Special Forces, because, like Special Forces, they are
are voicing concern about the status of Soviet nuclear highly trained and their training includes the use of the
bombs and missiles as the USSR continues to disin- SADM devices.
Little is known
Soviet SADM weapons, altegrate. But meanwhile knowledgeable U.S. military
a experts are quietly expressing concern about the possi- though Viktor Suvorov (‘.;e pseudonym of a ranking
bility of renegade or fanatical Soviet troops using Soviet Red Army officer who defected to the West and
small, portable nuclear weapons in terrorist-type acts currently lives in Britain) says the
of blackmail or destruction.
a
Special
anything
800
2,000

In a flying tour of Central Asia, Baker reportedly
promised Kazakhstan and its neighbors “substantially
increased American aid” if they halt their back-room
talks with Middle Eastern governments, these sources
have confirmed.
But the only concession Baker managed to obtain
from these newly independent republics was a pledge to
comply with strategic arms limitation treaties signed
earlier by the Gorbachev regime.
“What this means is that if American taxpayers
pony up a few extra billions-maybe
not quite so-few-

a
has
miniature

versions of nuclear
100

has
1964,

as
capable

163

10

a

a major
HUNDREDS

PRODUCED

93
and the remainder stored in the United States.
The devices are encased in a container, the lid of
which is removed
the operator correctly dialing a
coded number into a lock at the top.
a

Spetsnaz troops are fanatical communists, specially selected for their dedication to the Marxist philosophy, and they are trained for infiltrating enemy
territory and committing acts of sabotage, terror and
assassination in advance of a Red Army attack.
The Soviets have been very careful to keep their
nuclear devices out of the hands of troops of other
rriations, formerly of the so-called Soviet bloc, so it’is
reasonably certain that the weapons could not fall into
the hands of other fanatics or terrorists.
Spetsnaz troops have been known to have secretly
infiltrated U.S. territory on a number of
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There have been numerous reported sightings of
the Soviets along the Alaskan coasts, and on U.S.owned islands off Alaska. [H:
far
There have also been reports that they have infiltr&ed Clark Air Force Base in the Philippines.
They have successfully infiltrated most West European nations, frequently posing as truck drivers.
It is believed they have surveyed and mapped most
NATO installations in Europe, having been seen parked
near them, taking photographs.
They have been particularly active in West Germany.
[SUSPEND QUOTING]
I know that you are wondering what all this has to
do with Zionists. However, it has so much to do with
Zionism that it will curl your cute little eyebrows. I
need to offer a note on that topic and then later we will
begin to integrate
It
is’ all as related as is your head to your neck and YOU
are about to lose BOTH.
[RESUME QUOTING:]
ZIONIST

INFLUENCE

Jan. 20, 1992. Paul Grubach.

they

a
a
a
a

WHY

DIE

FOR

LIE?

a

a

SHOCKING

TESTIMONY

a

have

But there is even a more outrageous example of how
the “holocaust” doctrine is a threat to all life on Earth.
A book published in 1989,
is a landmark
volume in which contemporary Jewish novelists, essayists and poets tell how the “holocaust” doctrine has
shaped their lives and thinking.
The testimony of
award-winning writer Jane De Lynn is quite shocking:
“Although in general I believe in nuclear disarmament I am glad Israel has the atomic bomb, and the
continued existence of Israel is the only cause for which
I consider it justifiable to use nuclear weapons. Let me
put this in the starkest and ugliest light: I am not sure,
but I believe, that if the choice were between the
survival of Israel and that of the remaining 4 or 6
billion peooles of the world. I would choose the 4
million lJews1 in Israel.”
Get the picture? Because “6 million Jewish lives
were lost in the holocaust”, nuclear destruction of the
non-Jewish world is preferable and justifiable in order
to save Israel. [H:
4
1.2
The reader should keep in mind that Miss De Lynn
is not some insane derelict everybody ignores. She is a
prominent writer who commands a respectful hearing
in both Jewish and “gentile” communities. How many
other Zionists in now&u1 places havebeliefs similar to
hers? The sheer danger of such thinking should be
intuitively obvious.
The only way to expose and refute such thinking is

He was a co-sponsor
’ of the bipartisan resolution authorizing the use of military force in the
gulf. Concerning his motivations and
“justifications”
for his hawkish behavior, Solarz made the following
admissions.
In a speech at Georgetown University in Washington on January 17,
1991, onedayafter the U.S. air strikes
began against Iraqi targets

Solarz said,

by education and public debate.
Historical revisionism. Now. more than ever.
6

If we Americans are going to send our soldiers off
to die on foreign soil, then we have the moral duty to
publicly scrutinize all of those doctrines which are used
to promote and “justify” such actions.
a

[END OF QUOTING AND END OF PART 7f
Ah, but it is now considered a HATE CRIME to
even suggest such confrontation and questions‘ and in
many countries it already is absolutely against the law
to even mention the question of errors in the Holocaust
orthodox lies.
Solarz may not be in Congress today-but
I promise you, readers, he is still just as BUSY where he can

9,1996

do more damage!
THE HOLOCAUST DOGMA BTHE KEYSTONE
OF THE NEW WORLD ORDER! IT IS ALSO THE
VERY BASIS OF THE NEW WORLD CHURCH ORDER!!
Yes, I do realize that this is sordid material and
doesn’t make your day too happy and gleeful. There is,
something unfortunate about papers, however, even
those that print such revealing information-they
are
put aside and usually never again given reference. It is
wondrous when someone will dig out information to
R&OFFER for your input so that you can actually
REVIEW and check out how much has happened since
the original publication.
You may well think the Bosnian thing is not attached to Israel or anything related to this information.
NO, YOU ARE WRONG; IT IS SIMPLY A DISTRACTION TO KEEP YOU FROM NOTING WHAT ELSE
IS TAKING
The
major players in Bosnia are Communist Serbs-and
who are “the Communists”? Sure enough! And, for
your information, those cute little portable nuclear
bombs are also called
May you rest in peace instead of pieces. Salu and
good evening. Thank you for a long day, scribe.
l/5/96
MOVING
The best way to handle both topic and time restraints is to simply move along with the topic of
Church as integrated within the One World Order of
Zionism and the Dogma of the Holocaust. We have
experienced another week of very expensive lessons at
the
of the court system out of control where even
the Judge threw up his hands, reprimanded both sides,
and said that all being accomplished was “to take your
client’s fees”! Well, that was not aimed at only our
attorney. Although being quite new to this case, he
certainly does expect pay at $275 an hour. All the work
of the past month was tossed out without reading [by
the Judge] and “compel” to answer interrogatories and
reveal information, while an $800 sanction was handed
down. The OBVIOUS thing now becomes that no Earth
human can get justice, a fair go at anything,
and even the lawyers spout that off like
some kind of a badge of their own honor. No
reference is longer made to the point of the
trial. Absolutely no mention is made of the
case in point or the persons involved. The
opposition now demands, and orders are, to
reveal all information on every corporation
in which Ekker signed as “agent” for the
past unlimited number of years to present.
No, that will not happen, friends. Nevada
laws defend YOUR right to privacy. This
Mr. Horn (a suitable name for the
beast’s protuberances, both large and very
small) is working directly and closely with
George Green, Horton and Abbott and everything said or used in one case is poured
directly into all other cases. Fine, that
leaves open season to do the same unto
them.
I am continually amazed at what takes
place and what the-Club of the Bar allows
without seeming to do more than”cover”. There is now
a George Abbott motion to place the Institute into
receivership on the basis of an affidavit of one Ann
Beam, who has NOTHING to do with anything, has no
involvement other than once stating she was George
Green’s “agent” and writing a letter to Gerry Spence
ABOUT THE WRONG CASE IN POINT and catching
Abbott in the lie of his century. She is
Fort’s lover
and before coming here played with the witches of
Arizona, Abbott has outrightly STOLEN over $40,000
of Leon’s money and STILL they fall for the garbage he
offers-EVEN
AFTER VERIFYING HIS BEING DIS-
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CIPLINED IN THE PAST FROM HIS OWN STATE
BAR ASSOCIATION! Well, it is over, we turned the
“other cheek” until we were simply spinning tops, sowe no longer have anything else to turn. People are
going to stand responsible for their own actions, and
consequences will be of their own doing. It would
appear to me that instead of pursuing suits against
people who have nothing to do with Leon’s actions they
might consider suing Leon and get to the heart of the
matter. Abbott claims that the Institute took from his
go-year-old Mother and puts this into Supreme
documents.
Nobody took ANYTHING, NOT ONE
CENT OR COOKIE, FROM ANYONE AT ANY TIME.
LEON CAME TO THIS PLACE AFTER MEETING
GEORGE GREEN, TRAVELED WITH GREEN TO
LEARN TO MAKE DOMED BUILDINGS AFTER
GREEN STARTED HIS COMPETITION AGAINST
THE INSTITUTE-AND
DID ALL HIS OWN BUSINESS
0
I must remind you that YOU are free to make any
decisions you wish but, where possible, if
wrong
another in doing that, you are going to, here at any rate,
face the consequences of those decisions and actions if
they are fraudulent against another. We have absolutely no wish to run you or your world but we WILL
STAND RESPONSIBLE FOR WHAT WE DO-NOT
WHAT DECEIVERS AND THIEVES MANAGE TO
SECRET AWAY WHILE HOLDING RESPONSIBLE
POSITIONS. These are simply LIVING EXAMPLES
of the troubles upon your place and now eating away at
the very fiber of your nation and souls.
A few atomic bombs may well destroy a lot of
people and even some of those destroyed are going to be
unmissed in ongoing history-but
the destruction is
nothing compared to the slow and cancerous diseases of
the corruptedjudicial systems which enforce the crime’s
assurance of being OK under the guise of
and
payoffs while truth is buried forever if at all possible.
This is a slow and insipid death. friends. wherein if
entangled in the system you are not allowed freedom
until every cent anh pie& of property you ever thought
to own is confiscated through the manipulations of
these “horns” of Satan. If the shoe doesn’t fit, then
don’t wear it, but to me to win a case on simple
outdeviating your opponent by cheating is not
NING-it is LOSING of the worst kind and I don’t care
WHO you are.
I truly don’t believe you want ME to start countering the misuse and abuse of goodly people by these
Satanic methods-but
you might be surprised which of
YOUR LAWS we will use for, after all, YOU
LAWS-SO YOU SHALL LIVE BY THEM!
So, we will get into these things after we have some
meetings regarding same and until then we will continue as rapidly as possible on “the
of
[QUOTING, PART 8:]
AMERICAN

DOOMSDAY

DECISION

June 4, 1990, By Warren Hough and
Lawrence Wilmot.
Caught in a cross-fire between powerful pressure
groups and worried national security advisers, the

a
was

Their campaign is strongly opposed by key Ameri-
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can national security oflicials, including the Joint Chiefs
But the alien lobby that “has been stroking and
of Staff, as well as by “most knowledgeable White bullying congressional leaders up and down Capitol
House science advisers”, or so says Dr. Shirley Hill”, as one Senate staffer put it, got closer to getting
Bowington, an arms control analyst who specializes in its way when, in an unexpected move, the New
thermonuclear physics.
The export of these supercomputers is tightly controlled by the government and the Pentagon, precisely
because of their use in advanced military applications.
a

In a series of tendentious quotes, the
argued
that it was “absurd” to fear that these supercomputers
might be used to design nuclear weapons.
Arms control experts and policy analysts interviewed dismissed such arguments as “blatant propaganda”.

In 1988, Mordechai Vanunu, a technician employed at Israel’s super-secret atom bomb plant near
Dimona in the Negev Desert, left his country to deliver
an ominous warning to the world.

acquires

to
200
Shortly

a
a
Scientific evidence and intelligence findings both
suggest that Vanunu was telling the truth.
BONE-DEEP

supercomputers,
this expert
related.
“Fusion devices are a thousand times more powerful than the familiar nuclear bombs that devastated
Hiroshima and Nagasaki using the fission process,” she
explained. “But to unleash this awesome power takes
high technology of the most sophisticated kind.”
TO

DETONATE

FEAR

FUSION

WEAPON
a

a
Although many of these knowledgeable expertg’shaped
were reluctant to discuss Israel’s outlaw doomsday
armaments unless assured of anonymity, they shared a
profound concern, what one physicist called “bonedeep fear”, over the unstable and bellicose ministate’s
growing apocalyptic might.
40
50
a
they

a
a

The original fusion weapons were developed in the
United States and in the Soviet Union, not with comof
tests.
Drocedures need vast onen sbaces and are easiiv de-
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tected, Israel cannot follow them. The only alternative
is to do the design and engineering electronically, on
computer-generated
models. That requires a Cray-a
high-powered computer mainframe that can perform
the same number of calculations in an hour that lesser
number-crunchers
take months or years to process.
placate
a
leading

ruffling their feathers for, until your own people want
freedom and realize truth‘and morality as a desired
goal, what good would plucking their horns accomplish? Remember that the more you pinch the beast the
more he will bellow his brimstone breath upon you and
prick you with his blood-letters.
Are such as Richard Cheney, Colin Powell, et al.,
just members out of standing of this Order? No, they
are in very GOOD STANDING while the shivs puncture the very heart of freedom and national cause. They
simply have a DIFFERENT agenda than do the
radical elements of World Domination.
same authors as above, 6/25/90:]
ISRAEL
UNDERMINING
U.S. DEFENSE
POSITION

What particularly worries the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
Pentagon sources say, is that
a
a
1,500
it is capable of
delivering a devastating nuclear weapon to many sites
in Europe, Africa and Asia.

a

,’

known as a “discreet administration
sources say.
KEDS

insider”, military

AMAZED

Powell returned to Washington last month from a
conference held in Vienna, Austria between NATO
commanders and senior Warsaw Pact representatives.
At the meeting Eastern bloc spokesmen, such as Gen.
Antonin Slimak, the new chief of the Czech general
staff, privately
After the Red Chinese government’s bloody suppression of freedom demonstrations
in Teinanmen
Square a year ago, it was banned from obtaining U.S.
armaments.

Israel’s

cash...

ogy

a
a

a
the same time, the powerful Israel lobby, led by
warns Prof. Arve Borglid, a Swedish physicist who advises the United Nations on nuclear
non-proliferation
issues.
uses its clout on Capitol Hill to scuttle badly needed
nuclear
U.S. defense sales to friendly nations, these sources
have related.
Addressing the
Washington on June 12, Secretary of Defense Richard
a
Cheney delivered what Pentagon sources afterward
In an unusually broad consensus just about every
“a
scientist interviewed agreed” with this conclusion.
a
a
also

a

.
a
.. .

a

1,000
[END OF QUOTING AND END OF PART 81

a
[SUSPEND QUOTING]
Well, certainly we now know that not only did the
White House and Congress NOT prevent this disaster
but paid for the freight and carrying charges to set it up
for the Israelis.
Now I, Hatonn, am asked about
security
the
U.S. in actual confrontation
by bombs and foreign
curse. I have but one thing to say: yes, indeed you are
risk. “But wouldn’t it seem that there are so many
Zionists involved here that to blow up the U.S. would
take a whole bunch of themselves OUT?” Yes, but
Satanic would-be Kings don’t really care much WHO
they
out”. However, it should be noted that the
places where the most would be taken out by PLAN are
places such as the upcoming concentration camps.
“Domestic terrorists”, Patriots, etc., would be
to have massive “natural disaster” or “accidental” incidents. The problem now is ihat the U.S. is also infiltrated with enemies of the Zionists and when the One
World Order HEADS of the Beast go to war against one
another-NO
PLACE IS SAFE!
All the systems within your government structure,
monetary structure, total economic structure, military,
et al., are already run by this bunch of thugs. At the
moment you HAVE NO GOVERNMENT EXCEPT BY
THESE ALIEN (FOREIGN) BANDITOS.
Are we going to war against these beastletts? No
way! Little pop-guns against these sophisticated warmongers are useless. The only way possible to outdo
these players is through GOD of TRUTH. I dislike even

Some of
most urgent warnings came from Gen.
Colin Powell, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff,

Editor’s note:

The

is of a “unique

photo

I need to be elsewhere so we will bring this segment
to a close, please. We will try to begin to work on the
other topics as soon as time permits.

below, according to the l/5/96

cloud formation”

over Tehachapi

issue of

for many hours

on l/3/96.

Hmmm.
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runs pictures of OUR SHIPS on the day that
ruling came down
on
It
was IMPOSSIBLE to miss the show and even
papers
featured front page pictures of truly magnificent ships
which “remained stationary for hours in gale force
winds”. What more do you need, little ones? Let the
tweeks chatter and print what they will-they seal their
own fate and what have you to lose if you have gained
GOD unto your support system? These people will fall
of their own doing and at the hands of their own
considered allies.
I

#l

HATONN

St. Augustine
First up this morning I am going to take time to
personally bend my knee to the long and loving service
of our FRIEND, Dave Overton. Will the
ally
the gold thieved by George Green unto
him? Well, the Supreme Court of Nevada has ruled,
finally, that the gold shall be handled according to the
lower court ruling of being returned to Dave. Dave, it
is a good day, Friend. The Institute attorney did a
splendid job and the FACTS SPOKE FOR THEMSELVES. In the “ruling” as set forth, for all you who
will read nasty and silly quips from the Associated
Press writings scattered about your land by the bootla&y of George Abbott (Attorney at Lie). let me assure
you that it is exactly that-silly
nonsense.
Because I don’t want to take time here and a thing
is best read for self rather than in interpretation by
another, I ask that all possible items be simply put to
press, AS ARE, in
Friday,
Dharma’s heart is full this
day as gratitude is offered for both
a job well-done by Gene Dixon via
Brad Elley-both
backed by the
tireless work of Karen White. I
want accolades to go where they
belong-to
the endless attention
of ones who always cared more for
Dave than for any piece of gold in
the Universe.
Yes, there can be further quarrel that within the heart; of all,
here, the victory is one of God’s
within a system that has NO JUSTICE, NO INTENT OF JUSTICE
and SCORNS GOD AT EVERY
SPEAKING.
George Green, et
al., was soundly put down as a
LIAR by that high court in oral
hearing. Now the papers say in
headlines: TEHACHAPI GROUP
* WILL NOT KEEP GOLD...
headed by Doris and E.J. Ekker.
B.S.! There is NO GROUP, silly
and childish : rendan Riley, of
the A.P. You got your hands swatted for your dirty yellow journalism and now you struggle back
in conjunction with other attorneys-now
to bring down the
Ekker-Ekkers?
I think not for

Mr. Horn puts all this garbage into his case about “this
house” long ago sold by RTC and now it becomes a case
of throw in everything to do with publicity-THANK
YOU, THANK YOU, THANK YOU.
The Institute NEVER saw, heard of, nor expected
gold from Dave Overton and Green was caught with the
loot buried in his backyard. The paper states that he
“turned over the gold to the court...”
NO, he was
ORDERED BY LAW to bring the gold to the court or
ELSE...!
There will be a waiting period before final mocking
of the courts is finished by Green and Horton, but I
would hope that the Nevada courts are sick enough of
this trashing to hold. Dave is failing in his nursing
home where nothing can be brought to shore up his
health. But we have beautiful friends who attend him
often in visitation and this will brighten his life immensely. He has continually stated that he “failed God
through bad management”.
No, Dave, you served a
nation by bringing focus to the terrible state of affairs
of a system and thieves gone berserk. The court ruled
that the commodity was intercepted and your gift never
handled properly nor terminated according to your
GIFT instructions-and
therefore, by upholding the
lower court ruling, the commodity will be returned to
the sender. Of course, realize that it has taken years
and floods of tears to accomplish this one act of justice.
There is NO THING too small, readers who feel
pain at the expressions of silly nonsense. I hope the
Antelope

-CARSON CITY (API - The Nevada Supreme Court has refused to
cancel a lower court ruling that wturned $400,000 in gold coins to an
elderly man who tied to give his
life savings to a group claiming
ties to a space alien.
The high court ‘ruled Thursday
against George Green, who challenged an October 1994 ruling by
Douglas District Judge Dave Gamhltel-ning
the money to David
.
Green, got the coins from Overton for a Tehachapi, Calif., group
called the Phoenix Institute for Research and Education Ltd.
Even though Overton gave the
coins to Green, the Supreme Court
said he wanted them to go to the
Phoenix Institute’- which prints
an anti-government and apocalyptic paper and is headed by a couple
elaimmgto~incontaetwithau
hxt;rreatnal
called Commander
.

Green, a former officer of the institute, was sued by Eddyjo and
Doria Ekker, who head the institute, for allegedly taking the gold
eoina in 1991 and hiding them.
Lawyers
Ekkeis said
Green told Overton to send
coins in packages marked.“machine parts” to help “get the word
out” about
institute, but the
Ekkers didn’t learn of the gift until
Green had left the Tehaehapi area.
Green also .fIled
naming the Phoenix Institute, the
Ekkers and even Hatonn, “commander in chief, sector flight eommand, intergalactic
federation
fleet.”
Green, a former Air Force ‘&--.
man
says he had a topsecret
clearance, is a UFO enthusiast
messiges
from ahens. But he said during the
civil trial over the coins that :the
Ekkem were dealing with a.“dark
energy.”

Well, let us consider what has just been compelled
by the court in Bakersfield regarding the “property”
case ongoing because “there was no sale”. The point at
issue has so long ago been avoided as to be a cartoon
characterization and depiction of out-of-control legal
farce. However, Ekkers responded to interrogatories
demanding an outlay of ownership, participation, etc.,
in every corporation they ever so much as touched.
Well, they only served as pass-through incorporating
agents and ownership is not known except for a few at
issue and I find that the ones who will now pay the Piper
are the ones who have brought damages against the
Institute and Ekker-Ekker. If owners are KNOWN they
MUST BE TURNED OVER TO THE COURT. Now,
how beautiful that the laws of Nevada shelter the people
AND THE AGENT FOR THERE ARE NO OWNERS
REQUIRED, NO REQUIREMENT FOR STOCK ISSUANCE, AND NO LAW IS TO BE ALLOWED TO
FORCE THAT WHICH IS UNKNOWN!
I must tell you, in addition, that all records of all
attorneys involved with Ekker-Ekker MUST HAVE
ALL RECORDS OF BILLINGS PRESENTED TO THE
OPPOSING COUNSEL, MR. HORN. Terrible? I don’t
think so, FOR EVERY ILL-INTENDED FEE GRAB IS
OUTLINED RIGHT THERE FORMR. HORN TG PICK
OVER THE BONES. MR. TIPS IS IN A BLIND FURY
FOR WE INSIST THAT IT BE PRESENTED “AS IS”
WITHOUT REDACTION OF THOSE PARTS THEY
DON’T WANT KNOWN. THE ONLY THING WE,
OURSELVES, WILL ALLOW IS REDACTION OF
PRIVATE CARD AND PHONE NUMBERS.
This is going to show that, for instance, Ekkers
were charged $150 an hour for backup help from Mr.
Mortimer when Mr. Mortimer only received $40 for his
services. This goes on for hundreds of thousands of
dollars, so, Dharma should not weep over this turn of
events-Child,
get your champagne! It is also going to
show more recently that even after Tips and others
QUIT or were FIRED from the case-they continued to
bill outrageously and not only will the court know as
much but their dedicated ENEMY will know as much.
You are going to find that there is even a percentage
paid by Mr. Gross to attorney Tips for gaining the case.
It was FULLY INTENDED that over the myriads of
billings demanding pay that fully half is going to be
deemed unnecessary billing-by the JudPes. Mr. Gross
and Mr. Tips fully planned to charge
an hour to
personally sit and redact all unwanted showings. No
thank you! This last show in court which demanded all
these things be supplied-will
be supplied.
Further, those corporations and parties who had
corporations and are suing Ekker-Ekker/Phoenix
or
whatever silly nonsense abounds-will
be revealed in
A COURT OF LAW! To this day they have been
protected but the Judge has now served notice that if
there is lying done by Ekker-Ekker they will be found
in “contempt” and “jailed”. So, Mr. Fort who has now
AGAIN joined with George Abbott-we are sorry but
the court is ordering your information known and it
will show absolute integrity on the part of both EkkerEkker/Phoenix.
Further, every name mentioned with
unreasonable and erroneous amounts as to corporations
sent forth publicly by George Green will be investigated thoroughly. The facts are that they already have
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been and, while in association with the Institute, have
passed FBI inspection!
If Green has publicly listed
your name or corporation-BEWARE,
THE HOUNDS
ARE RUNNING.
There WILL BE NO REVEALING OF PRIVATE
INFORMATION otherwise!
Before that would happen, the case would be dismissed! Dharma says, “So
what? I’ve been found in contempt because of George
Green’s own actions, before-so what’s the big deal? I
don’t have anything so bring on the judgements!”
After you have been financially destroyed by the liarsthere isn’t anything else they can do with any “get
more” activities.
In fact, now one attorney has to go
fight his benefactor to get the fees taken when the bank
account was stripped at Christmastime. That should be
an interesting few days of encounter by Mr. Tips and
Mr. Methven. George Green always said they BOTH
worked directly for HIM! So be it. He also said Gene
Dixon worked with him-unfortunately
for George,
THAT IS NOT SO. So, good luck Mr. Green, Mr.
Dixon is going to WIN THESE CASES AND YOU ARE
GOING DOWN TO FACE YOUR MALICIOUS ACTIONS. Indeed, Dharma, the heart will heal as the
brain engages truth of what is happening here-at what
they think is nasty doings unto you! I suggest, in
addition, E.J., that you find a way to cause Mr. Gross to
pay the sanction money because it was “they” who did
not want this information brought public and Tips
depended on Gross to not allow THIS TO HAPPEN!
Now, a word to B.J.-open thine eyes, brother. The
rest of your life and invention production will be HELL
for you if you continue associations as are now staged.
We can perfect your work when you solve these limitation problems.
When money is the goal-even
the
goose who lays the eggs is going to be destroyed in the
grasping and clawing to get everything.
I suggest that all of you who have been named by
the opposition here, consider actions for until the rats
are brought forth from their baseboard hiding placesvou will never have a minute free of these distractions.
Mr. Green has made public the business, PRIVATE, of Sharri Yount, Betty Tuten, Leon Fort and
Ann Beam, Eleanor Schroepfer and John, Bud Clark,
Paul Berger and Dale Sutton, Rod Ence/Enz, Patricia,
Father Cleary, Sims, etc., (and they don’t have any
connections), the Perry family (and they don’t have any
interests) and on and on and on. He has also made
public all assumed dealings WITH ANYONE WHO
WORKS WITH THEM OR EVEN REMOTELY IS
ATTACHED TO THEM. This also means that even the
$40,000 taken by George Abbott from Leon’s holdings
will be brought for inspection before the courts of
CALIFORNIA!
You can directly thank Mr. Tips,
George Abbott, George Green and associates for your
new association with Mr. Horn, Oh, and by the way,
ALL ENCOUNTERS
AND ARGUMENTS OVER
CASES AND ASSOCIATIONS OF George Green,
Desired Green, America West Publishers, America West
Distributors and bankrupt Tehachapi Distributors will
be laid bare on the altar of the California Bench. YOU
PEOPLE
MADE YOUR BED, BLAMED OTHERS
FOR YOUR LACK OF GOOD REASONING
JUDGMENT-AND
NOW YOU HAVE FOISTED
OFF ONTO OTHERS YOUR VERY SOUL DIRECTIONS.
“EKKER-EKKEIUPHOENIX”
NOW HAS
ALL THE SEPARATION NECESSARY BY THE
“CUTE” LITTLE INCLUSION OF “EKKER-EKKER’
TO GO FORTH AND MAKE YOU ACCOUNTABLE FOR YOUR INDISCRETIONS AND DISCREDITING ATTEMPTS. Now, Ekker-Ekker, I suggest you “make it so”. And then, I may let you have a
day off!
Gene, John S. needs paperwork for his protection
IMMEDIATELY.
Let him file his personal countermotion against Abbott and crew-1 repeat, IMMEDIATELY. He has been patient for so long after actually
having those people try to take his life, literally. He is
capable of handling himself in court, now, so let him do
what he insists upon doing and don’t wait longer for he
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needs his rightful property and this evil oppression off
his back. I believe Mr. Elley will find himself quite
busy and well rewarded, especially as motion pictures
get under way. HONOR
AFTER ALL IS
SAID AND DONE!
Will all this be worth the decade of HELL? Yes, for
at some point SOME MODICUM of JUSTICE must be
found, at the least for a Dave Overton and a John S.
I’m sorry about those who caused the selling (taking) of gold within banks as collateral-for
covering of
“calls”. We tried everything available to get you people
to do your proper “thing” and you denied and refused.
It is gone as to collateral and George Green and Abbott
just made another plea to the Nevada Courts to place
the Institute into Receivership. If that happens, people,
you who have worked so diligently to have that very
thing happen-will
lose it ALL for the Institute itself
has ONLY DEBT. George Green has certainly done
you beautiful people no service! And Leon, this will
absolutely STRIP YOUR ACCOUNT! Your loyalty to
George Green and Abbott is indeed expensive for George
Green claims YOU as one of “his” “boys”! You have
loyalty to these people7 Well, Son, THEY have NO
LOYALTY to YOU.
Nobody here did any business with your 90-yearold Mother or with YOU, except as through YOUR
corporation.
So, for Abbott to say that Ekker-Ekker
took funds from your 90-year-old mother is ludicrous at
the least-foolish
at best. Do you actually think such
garbage methods of foolishness would sell to General
Motors? Well, one corporation, large or small, has the
SAME PROTECTIONS UNDER THE LAWS!
THIS, readers, is the final major TESTING of the
shelter for privacy by Nevada Corporations-and
it
holds unless YOU choose otherwise with your own
corporations. Ifyou can’t be willing to learn the LAWS
you will fall on your face for you bring the IRS and
LAW to your door for investigation, AND RIGHTFULLY SO. In your ego attempts to destroy someone
else, you buv into the DRAGON’S fire-pit.
TRUTH IS GOING TO BE BROUGHT FORTH
AND MY FAITHFUL WORKERS WILL BE ATTENDED.
DO NOT PRE-JUDGE
HOW GOD
WORKS HIS WONDERS OR HOW LONG IT MAY
TAKE-STAND
IN TRUTH AND HONOR AND IT
SHALL BE SERVED!
WE STAND IN FULL
RECOGNITION OF THE FACT THAT THOSE WHO
HAVE BROUGHT THE LAW AGAINST US AND
SET FORTH TO GLEAN ALL THE ASSETSHAVE NOTHING HERE, FOR YOIlHAVE CHOSEN
TO REMOVE SELVES AND ASSETS FROM ANY
KIND OF OUR SHELTERING SERVICES. IT IS AS
TO NOW SPIT AGAINST THE WIND! YOU WHO
HAVE SO PUBLICLY STATED OVER AND OVER
AND OVER AGAIN, AND THEN REMOVED YOUR
ASSETS BY EDICT, FROM THE INSTITUTESTAND EMPTY AND YOU CAN BOW YOUR KNEES
FOR SAME UNTO YOUR GODS ABBOTT, GREEN
AND HORTON!
GEORGE GREEN WAS YOUR
MENTOR, A DIRECTOR IN THE INSTITUTE,
AND YOU HAVE LET HIM TRY TO STEAL,
MANGLE AND DESTROY YOUR VERY SELVES
WHILE YOU AID AND ABET HIM AT ALL
COSTS UNDER EVERY CIRCUMSTANCE.
BUT
ONCE AGAIN, I REPEAT, YOU
Some of you people are elderly
CHOICES!
now and I don’t know how you can recover from
HIM and perhaps that is what you have wished for all
along-to
finally LOSE instead of see TRUTH.
We fight to the end for one of OUR FRIENDS such
as Dave Overton-we
certainly will NOT struggle for
your gain when you have brought legal actions against
us for serving you WELL AND WITH INTEGRITY.
So where does this leave ones such as B.T. and
S.Y.? Well, S.Y. just had B.T. pick up all herbooks and
corporation papers from the agent and severed all ties,
with abrupt and rude demands of no debate on the
matter. I find it hard to believe that otherwise intelligent people so carelessly sever their own noses to get

even with their faces for doing them a favor of holding
the nose. I am sure the court and Mr. Horn will be
attending you shortly-for
your books! YOU then will
be wondering what have your books to do with the fact
that an auctioneer did NOT HOLD A HOUSE SALE in
dreary Bakersfield, California. The answer? It doesn’t,
but you must have long ago learned that the SYSTEM
has no reason or honor longer instilled within its black
halls and robes.
I think you will also begin to see what God means
when it is said that many come but few are chosen and
of those chosen, few remain long enough to be counted
among HIS OWN. When “things” enter the picturethey seem to win over most of the people almost all of
the time. When attorneys fight with fists over the
confiscation of a bank account holding nothing but
Social Security checks-it is a sad day and, therefore,
you now have a very sad day indeed.
And to you who have been so kind and loving
through this seemingly painful time for my scribe, I
bow unto you for there is little joy or happiness while
these things are battering the very being. However,
BEHOLD, for we hold strong and true and the storm
only hurts while the whirlwind blows and, yet, there is
“peace in the valley” sheltered by HIS HAND. After
all, readers, they CRUCIFIED the CHRIST sent to
bring this very message of TRUTH. Can you, however,
continue to bear losing friends7 I can only respond:
THEY WERE NEVER
By the way,
is described by the Associated Press as an “anti-government, apocalyptic paper”.
NO, that is not so; we are simply FOR truth in government and we outlay what is already before you! If YOU
interpret that as being anti-anything or catastrophic in
presentation, so be it, for ONLY THOSE WHO
WOULD ATTEND SUCH WARNINGS ARE ALL WE
WISHTO REACH-ANYWAY.
I HAVE NO WISH
TO HAVE THE OTHERS “ABOARD”.
But, why do we continue to write about these rather
personal or limited subjects and happenings? Because
YOU are the ones we promised to keep informed for we
did not begin nor continue to have an international
sensation rag-sheet-from
the beginning.
Next, I suggest that you who have considered the
possibility of participation in some form of asset protection consider both the Institute and certainly, at your
earliest convenience, consider getting in touch with
Nevada Corporate Headquarters and find out about
Nevada Corporations. Unless YOU choose to divulge
your own information, nobody else will. This point has
now withstood the hardest investigations and microscopic PROVING. And no, I don’t suggest you go to
“just any old agent”-GO
TO ONE NOW PROVEN
FOR INTEGRITY AND, YES, THERE ARE ONLY A
COUPLE OR SO-BUT THEY ARE AVAILABLE TO
YOU. I CERTAINLY DO NOT SUGGEST YOU GO
USE GEORGE GREEN’S, MEGAN’S, AND/OR
MARY-ANN’S, Oh indeed, George Green DOES have
an incorporation corporation!
George Green simply
has no moral integrity on any subject or action.
I suppose the Institute will have to re-certify as the
“receivership” assaults have been painfully difficult to
overcome but it will be done and when it is finished it
will be carved in stone instead of the sawdust of evildoers who TAKE, DECEIVE, SECRET AND STEAL.
You who join with those who have brought about these
things-you are welcome to your choices for we can do
no more than “offer”. If you have chosen bad advisors-that be your doing, not else’s.
Let us leave this now for we need to move on with
our other appointed tasks.
I repeat to you of our friendship circles-that
it is
indeed a GOOD DAY AND A DAY WHEN
JUSTICE BLINKS OPEN AT LEAST ONE TWITTERING EYE AN INSTANT IN TRUTH. BLESSINGS REST UPON THE ONES WHO DILIGENTLY
WORKED TO MAKE THIS SMALL TOKEN OF
JUSTICE POSSIBLE. THANK YOU.
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